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Foreword
In late June of 1994, seventeen ofus entered 230 Stone Center at Jacksonville
State University. We were hesitant, uncertain, perhaps a little intimidated. For five weeks
we were holed up there, working like soldier ants. We wrote, we talked, we listened, we
read, we wrote some more. We argued and pleaded and cajoled. We taught each other,
encouraged each other, battered each other's defenses. We made friends. We lived on
caffeine and adrenaline. And still we wrote. And wrote, and wrote.
Each of us came here with something to give and with something lacking--a need
to be filled. We gave what we had; we got what we needed. In late July we emerged,
pale and blinking, more than a little tired. But also with a new confidence--a confidence
born of battles fought and won. The writings contained in this anthology are testament to
some of those battles.
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1994 WRITING PROJECT TEACHER-FELLOWS

Kelly Abney

Suzanne Grimes

3701 Franklin Dr
Anniston, AL 36201
205-237-4490
Armuchee High School
10th & 11th Language Arts

506 S Church St
Piedmont, AL 36272
205-447-9177
Anniston Middle School
8th Language Arts

423 Hutto Hill
Anniston, AL 36201
205-237-9227
Wellborn Elementary
5th all subjects

Kelly Bonds

Audrey Haynes

David Myer

745 Bowman Rd
Albertville, AL 35950
205-891-3808
Alabama Av Middle School
8th Language Arts

2313 McNabb Rd
Oxford, AL 36203
205-812-9565
Oxford Middle School
6th Language Arts & Math

1109 Rayburn Av
Guntersville, AL 35976
205-582-7064
Jacksonville State
University
Literature, Speech

Johnnye Ellison

Althelstein Johnson

Chris Pope

801 Wanda Dr
Oxford, AL 36203
205-831-0834
Cleburne County High
School
9th English

2006 2nd Av
Selma, AL 36703
Selma High School
10th English

905 8th Av NE
Jacksonville, AL 36265
205-435-8971
Oxford High School
English & Drama
8 - 12

Pamela Ginn

Nancy Kearns

Jill Roberts

916 McClellan Rd
Alexandria, AL 36250
205-820-6896
Ohatchee School
2nd self-contained

5462 Winchester Rd
New Market, AL 35761
205-379-2706
Alabama A&M University
EH 101,102&Humanities

1401 Dogwood Dr
Oxford, AL 36203
205-835-1877

Beth Gray

Lisa Light

Sloan Taylor

191 Lockette Dr
Jacksonville, AL 36265
205-435-6228
Hokes Bluff High School
9th-12th LD & EC English

10 I Southmoor Circle
Oxford, AL 36203
205-831-5762
Oxford Middle School
6th Language Arts &
Social Studies

1505 Weaver Rd SW
Jacksonville, AL 36265
205-43 5-5144
University of Alabama,
Birmingham
Technology

Margaret Griffin

Carolyn Manscill

409 Evans St
Helfin, AL 36264
205-463-7450
Jacksonville State
EH 101 & 102

4606 Tomahawk Tr SE
Decatur, AL 35603
205-351-8895
Kindergarten, 2nd & 3rd

Martha Martin
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Daily Schedule

9:00-9:15

Journal Readings

9:15-9:30

Announcements

9:30-11:00

Presentations

11:00-12:00

Writing/Research/Conferences

12:00- 1:00

Lunch

1:00-3:30

Response Groups (Monday,Thursday)
Writing/Research (Tuesday, Wednesday)

3:30-4:00

Round Table Discussion

I
i

I

3

Special Events

June 29
II

i

Presentation
Mary Ann Smith
Associate Director, National Writing Project
University of California, Berkeley
Luncheon--President's Dining Room

July 7

"Drafting Toward Publication"
Susan Methvin, Poet

July 19

Sampler Day
"Hats Off to Prewriting"
Dianne Holliday, Seventh Grade English Teacher
Douglas Middle School

July 21

"Publish Now"
Gloria Horton, WIT Newsletter Editor

July 25

Administrators' Day
"Writing and New Accreditation Standards"
Wilma Guthrie, Eighth Grade Science Teacher
Anniston Middle School

July 26

Vendors' Showcase
Anniston Middle School

July 28

Graduation/Reception
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My Life
I.

I am controlled by my parents.

II.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I live in a world colored pink and white.
No other siblings vie for attention
from my parents.
I am the center of my cotton-candy ruffled universe.
I am
pampered, spoiled, disciplined.

Pictures of smiling teenagers replace toys and dolls.
Cases are filled with trophies earned by the "perfect"
daughter--girlfriend--student.
My days and nights belong to others.
lam
popular, accepted, loved.
I am controlled by my friends.

m.

My bedroom has been exchanged for a dorm room.
I proudly wear my new Greek letters on my chest
like a brand.
My class schedule and the clock are my enemy.
I am
busy, hectic, active.
I am controlled by my school.

IV.

I now live in a brick house in a good neighborhood.
A picket fence and flower beds enclose our yard and
my heart.
I have become a wife-creature.
lam
safe, content, well-provided for.
I am controlled by my husband.

Abney
6
I ,
!

V.

A new dimension has been added to my life.
Grade books and lesson plans are now as necessary
as breathing.
My job has erased my guilt and left me exhausted.
lam
weary, challenged, stressful.
l am controlled by my job.

VI.

My body drops into dark, restful sleep.
l dream of a world centered around
my needs.
l direct the events of my life based on what l want.
lam

relaxed, satisfied, independent.
l control myself.

Abney
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Wait! I'm Not Ready for Barney!
or
I Think My Biological Clock Is on Snooze!
Four young couples come together to celebrate the Fourth of July, a summer night,
and each other's company. All eight are in their mid to late twenties. The night is warm,
the food delicious, and the wine plentiful. Wait! There is something wrong with this
picture! I am the only female with a wine glass, and conversations are centered around
breast-feeding and sonograms. You guessed it--my three friends are pregnant! I suppose
I should simply enjoy the fact that I am wearing size 3 jeans and can still see my feet. ·
However, something really bothers me about this situation.
I was raised by the women ofmy childhood to be an independent person. Due to
my mother's problems with divorce, I was brought up with the advice to be my own
person and not to depend on a man for anything. I suppose, as a result of this, my
adolescent dreams were not of a house with a picket fence and six babies, but of a
demanding career and a life that would eventually include a husband, but definitely not
children.
However, events rarely follow the plans laid out by a teenager. I met and fell in
love with my husband during my senior year in college. We were married and now I do
have a demanding career as well as a fulfilling relationship. Even my feelings concerning
children have changed--a little. I can't imagine going through life without ever having a
baby, but I'm not sure I'm ready to take that step now.
I am so frightened of not being a good mother because I've never had any

Abney
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experience with children. I was an only child; I've never babysat; I don't like babies in the
grocery store. In fact, I believe that restaurant owners should not only ask if you wish to
sit in the Smoking or Non-Smoking section, they should also inquire, "Children or No
Children." Diners with children would be forced to sit in a private designated section
(sound-proof walls, of course!). This would eliminate those familiar horrifying situations
that always involve a screaming toddler at the next table! Do these feelings prove I have
no maternal instincts? I'm not sure.
I suppose I will have to watch closely as the pregnancies of these three women
progress. I just might be able to gain some insight into this baby business by seeing it all
unfold. For now, I will have to console myself by patting my flat stomach and pouring
myself another glass of wine. Cheers!

Abney
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Snapshot
You, my grandmother, looking so young
and pretty.
It's hard to believe that I wasn't even born yet.
High heels, dark hair, red lipstick-Your youth.
Me, your granddaughter, looking so happy
and spoiled,
It's hard to believe I am the only grandchild.
Paper dolls, mud pies, you.
My childhood.
You, my grandmother, looking so old
and withered.
It's hard to believe you're only 48,
Balding head, pain pills, radiation treatments-Your death.
Me, your granddaughter, sobbing with pain
and fury.
It's hard to believe you're really gone.
Tears, dirges, nightmares-My grief.
Me, your granddaughter, looking so much like you
in youth.
It's hard to believe I'm a grown woman now.
Independence, creativity, strength.
Your legacy.
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Summer
The scorching time-Season of discontent.
Labeled "Big Mama" •· "Beached Whale"
Layers of despair encompassing body,
Folds of depression enveloping soul,
Cringing from wonders of sand castles, waves.
Shrinking from blue spiders mating on Flesh.
Avoiding Life,
Escaping Reality,
Caged by impotence,
Dreaming to shrivel like a raisin.

The scorching time-My hiding time.

Bonds
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Daddy
I remember not liking my daddy much when I was growing up. It started when I
hit the awkward teenage years; my daddy, extremely different from most daddies, setved
as a source of embarrassment to me when the last thing I needed was more
embarrassment.
I remember the day Daddy stopped the school bus and had a serious conversation
with the two boys who would not let me sit down even though it was the only seat left in
the bus. This conversation, not void of any number of expletives, earned me a seat
anywhere I wanted for the rest of the school year.
When I turned sixteen, I wanted a car so badly. Daddy knew it. I had told him
evetybody got a new car when they turned sixteen, and I just had to have one too. Kids
who were sixteen did not ride the "yellow trolley." Nevertheless, my sixteenth birthday
came and went--no car. Instead, my brother and I had to ride with my cousins in the
"purple mongoose." The mongoose was a 1972 purple Impala with holes the size of
basketballs in the backseat floorboards. My brother and I would watch the asphalt fly by
wondering ifwe were going to be swallowed up by the black holes. To add to my
humiliation, once we got to school, it was my job to hop out and put the two cement
blocks behind the back tires to stop the mongoose from rolling off campus.
I also remember my momentous first date (this occurred at sixteen too because I
couldn't even go to the mailbox with a boy until I had reached this age). Being intensely
netvous about the whole upcoming evening, I became even more tense as Daddy placed
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his 12-gauge double barrel conspicuously by the back door where my date would not be
able to miss it.
For my seventeenth birthday, Daddy consented to a party. My idea of a
seventeenth birthday party was very different from Daddy's. In my fantasy, Daddy and
Mama would go out to dinner until twelve or one, and my friends and I would party
without chaperones. But in Daddy's reality, he rented movies and amazed us with card
tricks until 10:30 when he loudly proclaimed, "I believe we'll all go to bed, since you kids
probably want to get on home I"
Daddy was a little different from my friends' daddies. He did not sell real estate,
own his own business, teach school, or supervise other employees. No, Daddy worked in
construction laying block or brick in 110 degree weather in the summer and 32 degree
weather in the winter. I recall his telling me that he kept on working one morning till the
water in the mixer froze so they couldn't make the mud. This was the only job my Daddy
knew.
As I have grown older, my view of Daddy has altered. Now, I see a man who

struggled against tremendous adversity, and I wish I had his strength. Daddy only went
through the third grade; as the fourth son of ten children, he had to leave school to pick
cotton and cut sugar cane. Daddy used to say that "School wasn't near as important as
eatin"'; therefore, he gave up an education to help support his family. He lived through
the Great Depression, but he said nothing seemed any different to him because his family

Bonds
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had always been poor. Daddy also fought in the Korean war; he joined the Anny because
they would teach him to read.
Daddy sacrificed many things for me, and I never appreciated any ofit until now.
When Daddy could not make the house payments one winter, he went to Georgia to work.
He did not want to force my brother and me to switch schools, so he lived in a motel for
six months, coming home only on the weekends. Also, Daddy sold part of his heritage-- a
pistol that had belonged to his father--so he could buy my cheerleader uniforms. I
remember Daddy's words when I left for college: he encouraged me to study hard and
make something of myself Sometimes I think he believed he had never made anything of
himself
As a teenager, I merely had not understood what Daddy was instilling in me. I see
my friends now who were given everything and appreciated nothing. A memory that has
been forever impressed in my mind is Daddy sitting in Pete Matthews Coliseum patiently
waiting to hear my name and yelling from the upper deck, "Way to go, Baby Girl!" as I
walked across the stage with my diploma. Daddy's sacrifices were justified and finally
appreciated.

Bonds
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Woodstock Revisited
The Utopian vision of writing is that it should take place in every classroom, not
merely the English classroom; writing should be integrated into science, mathematics,
physical education, home economics, etc. Since I believe so strongly in this philosophy, it
is the basis for the following history activity ..
This writing assignment achieved phenomenal success because it concerned a
subject near and dear to my students' hearts-•Woodstock, the free-spirit, love-sharing,
anti-Establishment rock festival on Max Yascur's dairy farm. The kids rejoiced, and I
congratulated myself on finally finding a topic of interest. Now what? I was two when
the glorious festival occurred. Because Mama wouldn't let a toddler crawl off to
Woodstock, I would have to peruse all information about the event. The more I read, the
more possibilities I discovered. This was a way to involve my class in the researching of
facts, illustrating, cooperative learning, and creativity. Perfect.
I began by passing out books I had found during my search. The students loved
examining photographs of the stage, the groups, the crowd, even the girls shaving their
legs in the creek: Then I discussed the background material of the turbulent 1960's as a
period of enormous protest. Many protests centered around the establishment, social
issues, and the withdrawal of the U.S. troops in Vietnam. Emphasis was placed on this by
allowing the students to make protest posters. There could be something they felt
strongly about from the 1960's or something they felt strongly about today. Many
students did extremely detailed and elaborate posters including "Save the Planet," "Stop

Bonds
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Censorship," even "Sovereignty ofHokes BluffHigh!" WOW! I placed the posters in my
room along the wall.
Also, we had dress-up day with even the teacher participating. We had flower
children, hippies and an interesting group ofHari Krishnas. Our outfits were beaded,
braided, fringed and patched. A few kids jokingly asked if they could bring in the main
herbs of the festival. My answer, "Definitely NOi"
Next, students were arranged in groups of four to write a creative narrative paper
on their journey to Woodstock. They had to. discuss their departure and arrival, their
three-day stay (with some detail that we had included in our background discussion), and
their return trip to Alabama. Visions of psychedelic Volkswagen vans, harmonious
unions, and "Make Love Not War" surfaced in their papers. As they were writing, I
played Bob Dylan and Jimi Hendrix music in the background. Lava lamps and our protest
posters were placed conspicuously around the room. A competition was held for the most
imaginative story with the winners receiving prizes.
There are many ways to expand this theme. Bringing garbage bags and allowing
the students to paint protests messages on the bags during class is one extension. I am
considering showing an excerpt of the movie "Woodstock" as more background
information. Too, I had considered letting the students pick a rock star or group and
letting them do a follow-up story on their lives after Woodstock.
Students enjoyed the activity immensely, and there was a high degree of
participation. This activity shows that writing, a necessary element for success in the job
market, can be incorporated into any content area.
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The Freshman
"I'm taking fifteen hours," she announced.
"Here's my schedule."
I took the slip of paper tom from some computer and stared at it
without seeing.
In the distance I could hear her familiar voice as she continued,
"English at 11, Political Science at 12."
Days of preschool puzzles, school buses, Girl Scout cookies, roller
skates and softball games zip through my mind.
Now proms, Key Club meetings and Friday night football games
have also been outgrown.
"I believe this ethics class will be my favorite."
"Yes," I sighed as I focused on the scrap of life-changing paper,
"that sounds like something you would enjoy."

Ellison
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Values Essay
Many traditional American values, such as honesty, hard work, loyalty, sacrifice
for children, are not emphasized today as much as in years past. This is true because
fewer people prize these traits and even fewer actually adhere to them.
Honesty is disappearing, giving way to the "if you didn't see me, then I didn't do it"
way of thinking. People are penalized for being honest while those who lie often prosper.
We promote this in the schools. Consider the student who is absent or late. If a parent
honestly says the alarm didn't go off or the car wouldn't start, then the child's tardiness or
absence is unexcused, causing all sorts of problems especially if he/she missed a test. If,
however, the parent says the child was sick or had an appointment, then the tardy or
absence is excused and everything is just fine. Even the most honest parent will be
tempted to lie in this circumstance. Is it right for the child to make a zero on a test
because the alarm didn't go off or the car wouldn't start? Few parents would think so.
Today more people cheat on taxes, welfare, student loans, etc., than ever before.
The rest of us hear about this deceit and think, "Why should I answer honestly when no
one else is?" I remember hearing an acquaintance (who made more than I did) telling
about the Pell Grant that her child was getting. I asked her about her secret since my child
had been ruled ineligible for this. Her "secret" was simply to lie in several places on the
form. She was never caught and her child received grants every year while my child had
to rely on a scholarship, work and my meager savings.

Ellison
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How about the man who returned the money which fell out of an armored car? He
was laughed at and called a fool by friends and strangers alike and was the subject of much
radio ridicule. One of my students who worked at a grocery store found a wallet
containing $200 as he left work one night. This young man, who lived in a housing
project, returned the wallet without any hesitation. Many of his teachers made a hero out
of him, but many of his classmates laughed and called him stupid for not keeping it.
The media has helped with our decline in values. Those who make the headlines
are not those who uphold our ideal standards of behavior, but those who violate them.
Look at the recent crop of media attention-getters: Tonya Harding, Joey Buttafucco and
Amy Fisher, the Menendez brothers, and the Bobbitts. Tabloid journalism has been taken
to a new height, or I should say depth, in the media.
So what's happening to traditional values in America? Are they disappearing? The
answer for more and more people, unfortunately, is yes. However, as long as there are
people like my student who returned the wallet and my husband whose word I can always
count on, I still have hope.

Ellison
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Daddy's Birthday
"Mother, the cake's cool now, isn't it? Can we ice it?" implores ten-year-old
Ellen.
"Don't you think Daddy will love his present? He'll be so surprised!" exclaims
seven-year-old Anna.
5:15--Sarah sighs as she looks at the clock. He got off work at 3:30; he's had time
to run his six miles by now. "Daddy will love his present and his cake."
The girls swirl the creamy icing across the butter pecan cake, the only kind Rex
likes even moderately, and laugh as they work. Sarah does the more difficult sides of the
cake and says, "Good job, girls."
The little girls are anxious to give their daddy his present. They helped their
mother pick it out at the big store with all the televisions and music stuff. They also are
looking forward to going to Red Lobster, a major part of the birthday plans.
6:00--Sarah checks her watch. Surely he'll be here soon. He knows we're
planning on going out to eat, and it is a school night. This NC cassette deck costs a lot
more than she usually spends on birthdays, but she really wants to get him something he'll
like and his stereo system is certainly his main love.
"Mommy, I'm hungry. When's he gonna get here? Do you think he forgot?"
"No," Sarah says, "he didn't forget. Maybe he had to work late." Yeah, right, she
thinks to herself.
6:30--Anna's nose is pressed against the glass. "Where is he, Mommy?"

Ellison
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6:50--The girls are now watching television and haven't mentioned their daddy for
at least four minutes.
"Mommy, where's Daddy? When will he be here?"
"Let's just eat here and forget about taking him out." This comes from Ellen, the
older, more practical one.
Finally, they hear the roar of his Fiat Spider in the drive.
"Daddy! Daddy! Happy birthday!"
"Thanks," he mumbles as he heads for the bedroom. Sarah follows.
"The girls are starving and have been waiting to take you to dinner."
"Well, I can't go right now. I've got to lie down for a few minutes before I can do
anything," he slurs as he attempts to take off his shoe.
"Girls, get in the car," Sarah says calmly. She goes into the kitchen and gets his
cake. "Happy birthday," she says softly as the cake, so lovingly prepared, sails through
the air in his direction.

Ellison
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The Making of Good Writers
Twenty-five years ago people thought that good writers were born, not made.
Writing was a gift one either had or lacked. This theory made the teacher's role fairly
simple: give some rules for grammar and punctuation, toss out a few topics, and then get
out the red pen. After all, some students were succeeding. Since that time many ideas
and theories have come and gone. I believe that there are three essential elements that can
make many students good writers and all students better writers.
One element which cannot be over-emphasized is a positive, supportive classroom
atmosphere. Carl Roch and James Brazil call this the "comfort zone" and say that
establishing this should be every teacher's main priority during opening days of school but
especially a teacher of writing (l-2). This atmosphere can be created easily by the teacher.
He/She must treat each student with respect and establish courtesy toward teacher and
classmates as a way of life in the room. The younger the age of the students, the more
crucial this becomes. The teacher must be friendly, firm, and fair; not critical, sarcastic, or
overly chummy.
Another key element, one whose importance has only been recognized in recent
years, is prewriting. This can be done in an amazing variety of ways. Clustering, listing,
discussing, outlining, using the five senses, even thinking or drawing can all lead to ideas
for writing. Students need to use whatever method works for them, not what works for
the teacher. We must offer all sorts ofprewriting forms and allow students to find those
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which work for them. Prewriting is not just something to spend five or ten minutes on
before writing; it is an essential step in the writing process. The more time and effort
spent in preparation for writing, the easier the actual writing becomes.
The third key ingredient for good writing is revision. This step is not just a
punctuation and spelling check as many students (and perhaps some teachers) think. I
now believe that actual revision can take place within the classroom. Students must work
in small groups, must have a copy of each other's papers, and must read their papers
aloud. The authors must focus their groups on the areas that they feel needs work.
Students can recognize weak sentences and unclear images as well as the strengths of the
paper. The real goal of the groups should be to help the writers clarify their intents and
help them achieve them (Barron 26).
I believe that knowledge of grammar and the mechanics of writing is important.
This knowledge can also be taught through revision, however. Mini-lessons by the
teacher are essential. Even more helpful are the reading aloud and discussion of spelling,
comma usage, verb tense and agreement. Students learn quickly when the group shows
where and why commas are needed on their own papers, not artificial sentences from a
worksheet.
Nancie Atwell states that eighth grade scores from her school on a standardized
state-wide test showed twenty per cent of the students scored at the ninety-ninth
percentile and the mean score was at the eighty-seventh (Atwell 50). This very impressive

I
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statistic offers concrete evidence that grammar, spelling, and punctuation can be learned
and retained without the use of meaningless drill.
These three items--a friendly atmosphere, prewriting, and revising--certainly
cannot alone guarantee success but must be emphasized and combined with other facets of
the writing process. When this occurs, all members of the class will become better, more
confident writers.
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Iced Ketchup and Milk Slushies
A golden abomination currently resides in my kitchen. Formed within the
abomination is an unusual creature. The story behind this strange couple goes back many
years. I have struggled with this issue, but now feel it is time to reveal the creature to the
world. This writing is a therapeutic farewell to the creature--the iceberg in my
refrigerator. Before bidding farewell, I must go to the beginning of my therapy, to the
story of the white beast.
Four years ago my husband and I married in a splendid show for all our friends and
loved ones to enjoy. At the time we had no money, but young and in love, we ignored all
adults' advice to save more money or forego the extravagant wedding and take the cash.
Money was tight, so large purchases were definitely out of the question. At the time
money didn't seem to matter because my husband's uncle gave us the main item we lacked,
a refrigerator. It was not ancient, but far from a new model. White with a normal interior,
it seemed the answer to one of our prayers. We left for our honeymoon with love on our
I

I

minds and a refrigerator in our kitchen.
After luxuriously living at the beach for over a week, we arrived in the evening at
our house. Since we had been away the fans were not on, and the whole house was
drenched with steamy humidity. Don't ask why we didn't turn the air-conditioner on
(remember, no money for large purchases). The first week in July can be rough in
Alabama as far as heat and humidity are concerned, but in a house well over one hundred
years old with little insulation, they're murder! We decided to sleep in the den on the floor
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because it was cooler than the bedroom. We arranged our bedding on the floor and
changed into the skimpiest clothing we owned, not because we were newlyweds, but for
comfort and survival.
While trying to sleep, I heard a strange sound: a dull metallic clicking followed by
a weak hum. I tried to ignore it, but it continued and grew more and more frequent.
Lying there in a lather of sweat, I contemplated whether I should wake my husband about

iI

it. I tried to tell myself! didn't want to disturb him, but I now know I was denying the
obvious. The sound was coming from the refrigerator.
Click, hummmmmm. Click, hummmmmm. Click, hummmmmm. Minutes seemed
to be hours as this continued. I listened in the sticky darkness, trying to fall asleep.
Suddenly, the click, hummmm was replaced by the sound of rushing water. It was
followed by a mechanical groan I'd never heard before and hope I never hear again.
Needless to say, my husband was immediately on his feet to investigate this strange
intruder. Finding his way through the darkness, he reached the light and flipped the switch.
Nothing. Everything was in its place. We talked for a moment about the noise, each of us
purposely avoiding the subject of the refrigerator. Eventually, my husband confessed that
he, too, had been listening to the strange noises in the kitchen and thought he knew the
source of the problem. We acted like the adults we were supposed to be and decided we
should give the refrigerator a look.
No sound came from the beast as we opened the door. The white-enameled front
opened quietly as we cautiously tugged on the handle. That was the problem: there was

I
I
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no sound, no gentle humming issued forth to greet us. A rush of coolness brushed our
faces but we both knew this coolness would be extinct in a matter of hours. I lapsed into
total denial, told my husband I was going to bed, and like Scarlett O'Hara, said that I'd
worry about it tomorrow.
Tomorrow came, and after a lengthy session behind the fridge, my husband's face

I,

portrayed the bad news. He cautiously and tenderly told me our refrigerator was old and
tired, and had been put out of its misery. The dam burst. I'd endured all I could take, and
there was no holding back the tears. We owned no air-conditioner, no refrigerator, no
money in the bank to buy groceries (which mainly consisted of baloney, bread, and peanut
butter), and I had to be at work in about thirty minutes. I didn't want to make him feel
awful, but couldn't handle anything else that wasn't perfect and blissful. This outburst
was a definite blow to him as the "Great Protector and Provider." With firm conviction in
his voice, he assured me that he would take care of everything. I collected myself and left
for work, knowing my wonderful husband would "make it all better."
Years later, now that we are getting our third refrigerator, I have learned the story
of how the golden abomination replaced the white beast. The morning of the beast's
death, my husband swallowed his pride and went to his grandfather, "Papaw." Papaw is a
very kind man, but my husband had visions of stem "I told you so's" running through his
mind as he approached his grandfather. After hearing the story sadly told by my husband,
Papaw simply said, "Did she cry, son?" My husband answered "Yes," to which Papaw
replied, "I hate it when they do that." A deal was made: if my husband would stop

I
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smoking, Papaw would give him the $160 needed to buy the new replacement. Of course,

II i.

the replacement turned out to be the golden abomination which now freezes my milk and
makes the ketchup icy, along with everything else.
I guess I shouldn't complain. After all, my husband did call me at work and seek
approval before making the purchase. (He had worked so hard all day long, and I didn't
have the heart to make lilQ much of a fuss when I heard what the color was , that lovely
HaIVest Gold that every ?O's housewife dreamed of, besides Avocado of course.) My
heart was breaking as I finally agreed because I knew this meant death to the fashion sense
and coordination of my kitchen, let alone the fact that there was no ice-maker.
No ice-maker, that's a joke. This refrigerator makes more ice than any I've ever
seen. It just happens to make it everywhere it is not supposed to. We currently have an
iceberg occupying half of the top shelf. No room is taken by anything else on the right
side except this creature. The freezer compartment houses a wintry coat of frost that
would make old Jack himself proud. The frost is so thick we only have room for maybe 5
or 6 small items we actually could eat. Forget having ice-trays, we dismissed that practice
long ago.
I know, it's our own lazy fault for not defrosting the golden abomination. I do feel
guilty, sending the poor thing away when my husband and I are the ones to blame. The
poor refrigerator can't help that it has a tumorous lump of ice that forms in its middle,
which its owners won't do anything about. It can't help it if ice crystals form in sheets in
its freezer section. The therapeutic part is now revealed--admitting my guilt. I have
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grown used to the color, but my laziness is the issue. I simply want the modem
convenience of a frost-free refrigerator with an ice-maker. I think I deserve that. Of
course, we didn't choose Harvest Gold for our new refrigerator, no way. Nice bland
Almond--it even matches our stove and floor. Fashion for the kitchen is still appealing,
even after all these years.
Now it is with a slightly heavy heart that I bid farewell to the iceberg-golden
abomination. Upon my return home a new model will be in its place, and I will no longer
try to hide scratches with magnets and coupons. I will no longer shove frozen items into
the frost-filled freezer. I will no longer tolerate frozen lettuce, iced ketchup,or ice crystals
in my milk. I will no longer have a reminder in my face each day of my laziness or fastpaced lifestyle.
I will miss the golden abomination. It reminds me of times gone by. Hard times,
but times of laughter and young love. I'm sure I will think of the abomination when I visit
my new refrigerator, and hope to think of those times. I may even see the golden

I

abomination again. It will now reside in my parent's basement, becoming storage for
extra drinks, ice, and summer vegetables. One thing it will probably never own again is
the mark of uncaring owners--frost and the immense iceberg. Farewell old friend, you
were good and true. May the final click.and hum of your life be many years away. And
may you always have someone to defrost you well.
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The Ties That Bind
An infant cries, struggling on my lap
As I tightly squeeze her tiny hand.
Eight years of being alone,
I had requested a boy.
Who is this person?
Why is she here?
Years pass, adjusting to sharing
attention and love.
Surviving sessions
of trial and torture,
Not knowing what she
will grow to become.
A bond is formed,
cemented by blood,
strengthened over time.
Secrets shared are never revealed-she is my confidante,
my confessional.
I watch as she grows
out of my shadow
to become her own person.
And I can only try to
fit into her world,
while living in her shadow.
A young woman now, ready to leave
and find who she is
Leaving me with an emptiness within-knowing she will change.
I understand why she must go.
I felt the same.
Growing together, my best friend and I
will forever be bound
by memories and times to come.
I can never repay her
for all she has given me-my sister.
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Rock the Bears
We rock quietly as you sleep, and I watch in amazement. Your features are so
tiny yet still defined. I study each aspect of you individually and as a whole. You have my
nose, my maternal grandfather's full upper lip, my daddy's piercing blue eyes, and your
paternal grandfather's chubby cheeks. When all are drawn together, these facets create the
most angelic face by which I've ever been entranced.
The moments that we spend alone are special to me. We have a nightly ritual
which I look forward to all day. Each night, close to your bedtime, you and I ascend the
stairs to your bedroom, put on your "jamas," select a book, and sit to "rock the bears."
Here begins our time alone. As you cuddle your twin bears, we rock and discuss your
day, before beginning to read and sing our nightly songs. In the beginning of your life I
sang those songs alone to you. But as you have grown, you now sing along softly and
sometimes say, "again, Mommy," when your. favorite is completed.
Somewhere among the nursery rhymes, pages of the book, and favorite songs,
sleep begins to dust your eyes. Your voice becomes softer, you sing less and listen more.
Then silently, you slip into the deep sleep of a child with no worries.
As you slumber, I hesitate to move for fear of disturbing you. I'd rather sit and
"rock the bears" while I have the opportunity to hold you. You're getting so big. I know
the time will come when you will not want to humor your Mama and sit on her lap. For
this reason I linger nightly, after you are sleeping deeply. We rock and I study your every
feature. We discuss your future, your heritage, heaven and the world. You never know.
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of the talks, but they mean a great deal to me. I cherish our nightly ritual of quiet time
before I lay you down to dream visions of puppies, pools, and playmates.
Sleep well, Sweetheart, for all too soon morning will come and bring you to me as
a grown woman. For now, I'd rather hover here with the cherubs and watch an angel
sleep.

********
Please Open Your Classroom
Teaching students with Learning Disabilities is a career that many people do not
understand. I did not begin teaching the Learning Disabled by my own design or planning
but by God's calling. Being chosen has become more apparent as my career has
progressed, now spanning more than a decade.
Outsiders judge my students by the label which educational bureaucracy has
bestowed upon them. The real assets of each individual child are rarely, if ever,
considered by the casual onlooker. The fact that my students possess a slight lagging
behind in one area or another is often ignored. Instead, people had rather assume that if
children are labeled LD then they are "retarded." They choose to see the disability, rather
than the ability, of the children.
The fact is that everyone has a learning disability in some area. Few realize this,
because they do not understand the definition ofLD. Learning Disabilities can occur in
the areas of Academic Learning, Language Learning, Attention Deficit Disorders,
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Perceptual Motor, and Social Perceptual Disability. Plainly stated, if you have a difficulty
talking in front of a group, making and keeping friends, walking smoothly, or running
quickly, coming up with the right word at the right time, learning a dance or paying
attention during church, then you too have experienced a learning difficulty.
The situation boils down to the fact that everyone has some shortcoming in some
area. No one is perfect. The only difference lies in the fact that my students have been
formally tested and identified and the rest of you haven't. So please consider this the next
time you grimace when you're told you will have LD students in your class. Please look at
thls news as a blessing and an opportunity to stretch as a teacher. Please do not ignore my
students just because they are quiet. Their silence is due to being self-conscious, not that
they have a firm grasp of the subject matter. Please go the extra mile. My students can
learn and want to learn. Give them a chance. Be that special teacher who extends a
helping hand to pull up an LD student.
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River Princess
She passes sleekly by, and I stare. She is decked out and adorned in her finest. As
she slips quietly by, I remember when she belonged to another, and I was only an
onlooker. But now she is mine, and I command her movements. My desires are hers to
fulfill.
Many were the days, even when she belonged to another, that I enjoyed moonlit
cruises with her. Always the lady, she obediently obeyed the commands of the one to
whom she belonged. It was this behavior that lured me to her and pulled me into her lair.
The years have been kind to her, as she ages gracefully. Her strength and endurance have
not dwindled. She can, even today, withstand many pressures and the rough seas of the
world. She continues to traverse the waterways of life, undaunted by the wind and
weather that lash viciously about her life. At twenty-seven years of age she is in her
prime, though some gawk and believe her to be too old for the life she once led. But, if
you have known her intimately, as have I, you realize that she is still a strong lady and not
ready for dry dock. She only requests a chance at an open waterway, tender loving care
and a captain's confident hand to steer her.
She still rises to the occasion of a good flat-out run, pops skiers tight out of the
water, gently pulls giggling children in inner tubes, and cadillacs along quietly under the
star filled skies for a moonlit ride.
She once belonged to my father and has now been passed along to me. She is a
Larson Inboard-outboard with a Chevy 2 engine and a Mercury outdrive. She is a wonder
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on the water, even at the age of twenty-seven, as she outruns boats much younger, but
much less loved and cared for. She is the River Princess.

Daddy's Little Girl
Sitting smiling, although somewhat shyly, on his lap, you can tell she is the
princess. He cradles her tenderly and grins for the camera. She is only 2 ½ years old, but
she knows she is loved and cherished. No harm will befall her as long as he is in charge of
her universe.
He is dressed in a crisp, white shirt, dark tie and dark suit pants. All her life she
will remember him this way. His shirt pockets, one over each breast, contain pens, pencils
and glasses--all tools of his trade. No one else is allowed to touch his pens, but she is
given free rein.
As she grows, and childhood speeds into adolescence, her relationship changes

somewhat, but she still remains the throne. She is his partner for boating, cutting wood,
'

mowing the lawn, or whatever task arises. As adolescence ends and young adulthood
approaches, he is abruptly ripped from her life. The crevice felt in her being is enormous.
She is no longer protected from the world, but she takes solace in the lessons he taught as
she trotted on his heels growing up. He instilled in her a strong sense of self worth and
the ability to overcome hardships. She will survive because the little toddler sitting on
Daddy's lap has overcome the shyness and has become an independent woman, just as
Daddy groomed her to be.
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Aunt Ola
"Come on Ga-Ga; let's go fishing!" my children chime as I walk through the door.
Ga-Ga is, of course, my mother, a veteran teacher and assistant principal of twenty-six
years, now a happily retired grandmother and tireless community servant. My neighbors
are puzzled by all the commotion. They question, "Why is this woman killing herself,
commuting between Birmingham and Heflin every few days?" The reason is simple. Our
goals are the same; she loves me, my family, and English. Mother had become keenly
aware of my interest in attending the JSU Writing Project last summer, so she graciously
and lovingly volunteered to man the helm of my bustling household for me to attend
school these five short weeks. My three children are having the time of their lives,
learning and playing beside her as they go on their jaunts to Walmart, the library, the
Pizza Hut--the list goes on. I especially value my kids' experiencing this special blast from
my mother. Just this morning, she and I were reflecting on my own childhood, sadly
deprived of both my grandmo~hers but deeply affected by a surrogate, her maternal aunt.
By the time I was four years old, my mother's parents had both passed away.
Along with my mother's inheritance came my grandmother's delicate sister Ola. Her
arrival meant that our lives would never be quite the same. Aunt Ola, a tall, lean woman
with carefully placed silver finger waves and penetrating blue eyes, was herself yet another
dedicated teacher, one of the old school. Discipline permeated her demeanor. She had
little regard for personal property--the mail, telephone conversations, and closed doors.
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Her prying eyes knew no barriers. Within a few weeks' time, my usually smiling, eventempered father boldly insisted that she buy a house which became available down the
street. Clearly, she was insulted by a man's calling the shots, but seeing no alternative, she
situated herself five houses down the street.
Aunt Ola did not like the idea of being alone, having lived with a relative or
boarded in the houses of her students in the communities where she taught for many years.
Slowly, she adjusted to keeping house for herself, causing her to remember her brief
marriage in her late thirties and the home she shared with her Charlie before his untimely
death. As long as her sister remained in good health, the frail Ola just managed to teach
school, but extra duties were out of the question. Upon hearing the news ofmy
grandmother's terminal illness, she convinced herself to take an early retirement; she was
sure she "would not last much longer." Her expectation did not come to pass as she
predicted. Her sister preceded her in death by well over two decades. Over the next
twenty-six years, my brothers and I came to know her intimately. At eighty, she had her
gall bladder removed--her only surgery. Her doctor marveled at her speedy recovery.
With a glow on her face, she proudly displayed her gall stones in all their splendor in a jar
prominently situated beside the Regulator clock on the mantel.
Time moved slowly for her, but it did not bring peace and contentment. Somehow
age accelerated her already sour disposition, as relatives, grocers, and children could
attest. If my mother said something was black, Aunt Ola would declare it was white.
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Such arguments usually occurred during our Saturday visits to the A & P. My brothers
worked there as teenagers, and they would make themselves scarce upon our arrival. Our
aunt would proclaim loudly, "The prices are too high; the vegetables aren't fresh!" Always
eager for us to leave, the boys would look forward to her slipping them a dime, at my
mother's stem insistence. As they carried out her no more than "ten" items, she recited the
store's no-tipping policy displayed by the door.
Following rules had been the proscription of her life. As she neared eighty-eight,
she began to doubt her strict principles. She was in a constant tiff with a neighbor or
relative. She often threatened to call the authorities or to rewrite her will. She even
contemplated suicide several times, but her strong Baptist upbringing diverted any chance
of her taking a swift trip to "Hell!" Finding she could no longer live by herself, she
moved into a retirement home that last year of her life. For a few short months, she
enjoyed the companionship of her peers. After a brief illness, she quickly and peaceably
died in her sleep. My family grieved, but we also rejoiced for her and ourselves--perhaps
peace had finally arrived I
My life has been sadly touched by Aunt Ola's intrusion into my immediate family.
Because she and my mother provide vastly different philosophies oflife, I am grateful for
the glaring contrast they provide me. My mother is unmistakably the more desirable role
model, a giving, caring teacher who is always welcome! Consequently, I am now
confident to go about my studies, knowing Ga-Ga's at the fishing hole with three happy
kids!
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Boys Versus Girl
"Margaret, go play with your Barbie; girls don't shoot firecrackers! Explosives are
dangerous, and you are spoiling our fun!" My brothers jeered as I scampered to report
their latest antics to our mother. She would understand my hurt feelings and would
eagerly listen as I related my sad tale of woe.
Similarly, when I teach Alice Munro's short story, "Boys and Girls," in freshman
literature, I am particularly empathetic to the teenage protagonist who experiences the
hurtful discrimination of being labeled "only a girl" (92). I also spent a great deal ofmy
childhood excluded from the secret society of brothers. Oddly enough, I am reliving my
youth through the eyes ofmy five-year-old girl, experiencing the same scenario daily but
with a twist of deja vu. My daughter, like her mother, was an unplanned arrival to wellseasoned parents of preadolescent sons.

As I can attest, growing up under the auspices of older male siblings is tough.
Massey, my oldest brother, is eleven years my senior and has always been my true father
figure. My own father, of course, was relegated to mush after having had a daughter at
forty-three. The day I was born he proclaimed to my mother, "Margaret is your
department!" I was "Baby Doll" until the day he died. Truly, my mother had her hands
full when we all lived at home, being a teacher, a mother, and the primary care giver to
sick, elderly parents and her cantankerous maternal aunt. Fortunately, I had Massey to see
to my deportment, ensuring that I was properly dressed and shod for school. My shoes
were a source of much distress to him. As a child, I was happiest with bare feet and
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would slip off my shoes whenever possible. One of our most humorous memories is of my
losing a left shoe at my brothers' high school football game at Legion Field one Friday
night. The next day, Massey made a special trip across town on his bike in search ofmy
loafer. As he left the house listening to my mother's harsh words for me, he muttered,
"The things I will do for Margaret." He has always been tenderhearted and responsible,
now a lawyer by trade. If I did not meet his expectations, he lovingly and judiciously
applied a helping or a disciplining hand as necessary. Even now, he is still very interested
in my studies and my children.
All seems idyllic, yet I have another brother who is three years younger than
Massey. Perry is seven years older than I, and we were engaged in sibling warfare until
the day I married. His talents are argument and finesse; he also is a lawyer but is
employed in a bank. As early as twelve, his cunning surfaced when he brilliantly defended
his right to house a green snake in a glass jar beside his bed. Wisely, he knew I would ·
never dare invade the inner sanctum of a room guarded by a slithery reptile.
Because Perry usually thwarted my attempts to join the duo, I devilishly retaliated
by eavesdropping on his phone conversations and then would report what I had heard at
the family dinner table in the evening. Daddy was not amused to hear that "the old man"
had not found out about Perry's exhilarating motorcycle escapade! When Perry turned
fifteen, he and I silently coexisted for several months; my parents thought harmony
prevailed on the earth. Upon bringing home my school picture, their hopes were dashed.
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My photo revealed his knuckle imprint on my forearm, an eternal record of our painful
feuding.
All has been resolved today; we are great friends. When my brothers and their
families make the eighty-mile trek to my house, they stay at least through two meals,
cleaning out my well-stocked refrigerator and pantry. I love it. We retell the same old
stories told from a variety of perspectives, male and female.
Ironically, when my own two sons were approaching puberty, I found out that I,
like my mother, was facing an unplanned pregnancy. The news was shocking to hear; I
was one of two percent of the population to become pregnant while taking the pill.
"
Moreover, I was deeply affected when the doctor informed me and my husband that he
advised something be done about the matter. After all, I was over thirty-five and the
likelihood existed that something might go wrong. After spending a night in torment,
reflecting on my own life, my religious beliefs, and the faith of my parents, I knew that I
could not tenninate a life. The next morning, my husband and I agreed to face the
consequences. Fortunately, God smiled on me because I now have three healthy children
who frolic, quarrel, and love each other as I observe the latest episode of "Boys Versus
Girl."
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Easter Promise
We had a bad storm in Piedmont again last night. My husband Scotty and I were
up half the night listening to the warnings and watching the weather radar on television.
Then we heard the piercing sound of alert on the news channel, "Beep, Beep, Beep, The
National Weather Service in Birmingham has just reported a tornado in Pine Grove in
Cherokee County. The storm is moving northeast at thirty-five miles per hour towards
Goshen Community and the town of Piedmont. These areas should now take cover."
As we lay in our hallway with pillows and blankets waiting and listening, my mind
automatically went back to the tornado only three months before, March 27, 1994. That
day was Palm Sunday, and though it is rare for us to miss church, this day was different.
The next day Scotty and I would celebrate our second anniversary, so we were driving up
to Gatlinburg, Tennessee, where we had been married.
Loading our car in preparation for our trip that Sunday morning, we both noted
and mentioned the staleness and stickiness of the air. We thought nothing about it though,
since the sky was clear and the wind was calm. Around nine in the morning, we departed
from our home. Driving through our town, everything being typical of a happy, spring
Sunday morning in Piedmont, we had no idea that everything was about to change.
Around two o'clock that afternoon we drove into a wet and soggy Gatlinburg. In
the pouring rain we parked at our hotel and went into the office to check in. When my
husband introduced himself to the clerk, the clerk's face turned serious and he said, "I just
had a telephone call for you, Mr. Grimes. You need to call home."
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"Oh, Lord," I said to Scotty. "Something is bad wrong. I know it."
Scotty, though, who is always positive and optimistic, reassured me. "No,
Suzanne, I'm sure it was just my mom or yours making sure we had a safe trip."
But I was not convinced. Something was wrong, and my mind was going wild
imagining what it could be. We got our hotel key and drove to our room. With a sick
feeling in my stomach, I kept asking, "What's happened? What could be wrong?" Scotty
was afraid to answer.
Trying to stay calm, I dialed my mother's telephone number in Piedmont. The
operator came on the line in a dry, monotone voice, "All circuits are busy. Please try
again." Not thinking much about it, I tried to call both my sister and Scotty's parents who
also live in Piedmont. I received the same response from the operator.
"That's strange," Scotty said when I told him I couldn't get a line through to
Piedmont. "We'll just watch television a while, and then you can call back. It's raining so
hard now that we can't go out and do anything anyway."
But I could not watch television. All I could do was imagine horrible thoughts and
futilely dial telephone numbers of family members in Piedmont. Just as I was on the verge
of panic, the telephone in our hotel room rang. Its shrill sound made us jump, feeling both
apprehensive and relieved.
"Hello," I answered expectantly, with Scotty at my side.
Nothing could have prepared us for what we were about to hear. It was my sister,
Angie, on the other end, but her voice was like I'd never heard it before.
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"Suzanne," she said my name in a half gasp, half sob.
"What?" I said. "What is it? What's wrong?"
"It's nobody in our family," she said slowly and shakily. "But I've got to tell you
this,
and you've got to tell Scotty."
"What Angie? Tell me! What is it?!"
"Derek, Kay, and the baby have all been killed. There was a tornado in Piedmont.
They're all dead. All three of them, and many more."
At that moment my mind went blank I couldn't think. What was Angie saying?
Derek and Kay dead, and little Jessica, too? No, of course not. A tornado? We had just
left town that morning and everything was fine . What was my sister talking about?
Derek and Kay Watson were our best friends. They were both twenty-four years
old and had a beautiful eighteen-month old daughter, Jessica. Kay and I met while Scotty
and Derek were attending Ayers Technical College. She was also a student there, and
Derek had fallen head-over-heels in love with her. Her bubbly, fun-loving personality
complemented Derek's quiet, good-natured one. Double dating together, Kay and I grew
to be close friends.
Kay and I had been friends for only five short years, but Scotty and Derek's
friendship went much deeper. Their friendship was one of those rare once-in-a-lifetime
kind that makes friends closer than brothers. They became friends in elementary school,
and the bond between them became stronger as they grew older. Growing up as teenage
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boys in a small town, they did everything together: hunting, fishing, riding motorcycles,
playing football, cruising town, and chasing girls. One name was rarely heard without the
other. They were best men in each other's weddings. In fact, Derek and Kay had been in
Gatlinburg with us exactly two years earlier to be in our wedding.
What was my sister saying? Derek and Kay dead? No way.
My mind was racing in circles. I was trying to comprehend what Angie was telling
me, while at the same time, Scotty was innocently tugging on my arm wondering what
was the matter. How could I possibly tell him Derek was dead?
Somehow the words left my lips, and the next hour is one big blur. I remember
Scotty slamming his body against the wall, screaming "Why?" at the top of his lungs. I
remember his pounding the bed shouting "No!" over and over again. I remember feeling
distraught and helpless. I remember anger, grief, and rage.
Later, our initial emotions settled, and I called home again to try to get the details ·
of what had happened. (Amazingly, this call did get through.) Angie told us the
gruesome and horrible facts about the tornado: how it blew the walls in on Goshen
United Methodist Church and made the roof cave in on the congregation, Derek, Kay,
and Jessica included. She told me of all the homes destroyed, incredible rescue efforts,
and of other friends killed in the church.
"We're coming home now," I told Angie before hanging up the phone.
Scotty and I walked back to the hotel office to check out, but instead the hotel
clerk gave us more bad news.
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"I'm sorry, but I don't think you should try to leave now," the clerk told us.
"Police are closing the roads traveling in and out of Gatlinburg. Also, if you stay another
night, you're going to be evacuated to another hotel on higher ground."
Again, I couldn't believe it. Our best friends had just been killed; a tornado had
ripped my hometown to pieces; people we loved were hurting; and we were stranded,
isolated, and desperate in a flooded, suddenly frightening tourist town far from home.
Like zombies we checked into our new hotel room, where we were trapped for the
rest of the night because the water had risen up to our door. That night we learned more
about the devastating storm from nationwide newscasts. Stranded in that unfamiliar hotel
room, Scotty and I cried, prayed, talked about good times with Derek and Kay, and cried
some more.
When morning came, we called the state trooper's office to check on the condition
of the roads. The ride back to Piedmont was quiet, except for the rain hitting our
windshield. Both our hearts and heads were full of worries and fears of what we would
find when we got home.
What we did find when we finally arrived home in Piedmont may have been the
biggest surprise of all--we found hope and love. Of course, family and friends were sad
and heartbroken over lost loved ones, but hope and love seemed to triumph over pain and
sorrow. Neighbors were coming together to help each other, and loved ones were holding
onto each other for comfort.

,I
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This tragedy occurred on Palm Sunday, paralleling Holy Week, which concludes
with Easter Sunday. What a consolation it was to us to know that Derek, Kay, and
Jessica were resurrected with Jesus Christ!
Under steel beams and cement blocks, Derek and Kay's bodies were found
covering their baby's. The three of them died with each other. Knowing them as well as I
did, I'm sure that they would not have wanted it any other way. Scotty and I will love and
miss them for as long as we live. But the promise of Easter is hope, new life, and new
beginnings. We know Derek, Kay, and little Jessica did not die; their spirits are alive,
happy, and free. Together.
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Who am I?

I am me.
I am a fragment of the Whole,
Capable of both loving and being loved.

I have the ultimate power to
Achieve and succeed.
I am an individual being with
Feelings, decisions, doubts, opinions,
Goals, and failures.
I hold a common existence with
Mankind and a common hurt with the
World.

I am all
I can be, but nothing I wasn't created to be.
I am me.
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A Dollar's Worth of Love
If Donald is your son, please remind him that Mr. Ken Guthrie loves him.

Donald was the only adoption case I handled when I was a social worker. Donald
is the reason I am no longer a case worker in a public welfare department.
I first met him at a Head Start center. Donald was a head taller than any other
child in the lunch line. He ate with gusto. He was clean. His eyes and teeth sparkled as
he laughed. His teachers assured me, "He's the best we have this year. No doubt he'll do
well in first grade." Father of one child myself, I could hardly believe anyone would want
to give up this child.
Lois did. On a routine, semiannual maintenance visit two days earlier than my
Head Start visit, Lois had sat on the porch swing just outside of the room of the dying
cancer patient whom she was currently attending as a home health aid. There she opened
up her own unhealed, seven-year-old wound.
She had been divorced early in a marriage to an alcoholic and had done textile mill
work to support two children. The mother's only recreation was to go to the Blue River
Dinner Club on Saturday nights with Charlie, a mild-mannered bachelor who lived with his
elderly mother and spent money on Lois out of his disability check.
Once when Lois and Charlie were "on the outs," the pouting woman had gone to
Blue River without Charlie and had met the man of her dreams. A real charmer, acknowledged as the best dancer there that night, the fellow whose name Lois was never to know
seduced her in the parking lot.
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A few weeks later, Lois began to suspect she was pregnant. She made up with
Charlie. Two missed periods later, she had a pregnancy test and proposed to Charlie,
convincing him that he was about to be a father. They were married.
Less than a month later, Charlie moved back to his mother's and divorced Lois.
Feeling betrayed by Charlie, "who would've been the baby's daddy except for that one
Saturday night," and badgered by her two teenagers who were embarrassed that their
mother was pregnant so late in life, Lois decided to give the baby up for adoption. She
went to the welfare office and began the paperwork with a counselor.
Then her parents learned what was going on. The two older persons convinced
Lois that "no self-respecting woman gives up her baby." She withdrew her adoption request. Her case work file then lay dormant for six years.
The record was reopened when Lois applied for day care assistance. The welfare
office had arranged for Donald's placement in a center and later enrolled him in Head
Start. When I was assigned the case, I expected a routine visit every six months to
approve the continuing day care arrangement until Donald started first grade.
The visit in the porch swing had been anything but routine. Lois apparently trusted
me quickly. She began telling her life story, ending with her fears that she would finally
hurt Donald when she was angry with him.
After the porch swing and Head Start visits, I began a series of visits in the home
with Lois and Donald. I met the older children who were now 18, a daughter married and
living about one mile from Lois's house, and 17, a son who had dropped out of high
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school to work as a mechanic and dirt track racer. After six weeks, I was convinced that
Donald was indeed in danger living with Lois. A community mental health center
psychologist who had been counseling Lois for three years readily agreed, confessing, "I
should have called you welfare folks long ago. But nothing really serious ever happened
to the kid, did it?"
Then it was my responsibility to begin the adoption that should have taken place
six years earlier. Within a few weeks, I had secured Charlie's waiver to be present when
his parental rights were terminated. Lois and I had met with the family court judge in his
chambers to convince him that Donald needed to become a child of the state.
Lois prepared Donald well for his move to a foster home. He sported new clothes
and had a fresh haircut the day I picked him up. Neither of them cried.when the mother
hugged him and gave him her farewell blessing: "I wish I could have loved you right, but
your new mother will. And you'll have a daddy, too."
As we left the driveway, Donald piped up, "Mr. Ken Guthrie"--he would always
call me by the full name with the courtesy title--"what will my new parents be like?" As I
had done several times over the weeks we had worked together, I explained again that he
would be in a foster home for awhile, that I could not pick his parents for him, that his
new parents would live in another part of the state, and that one day a case worker from
the state office in Montgomery would come to take him to his new parents. I assured him
that the new parents would be carefully chosen and that he would not need another new
family ever again.
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That litany of promises was repeated during my mandatory weekly visits to the
foster home over the next six months. In fact, after the first three weeks, I arranged my
field day travels so I could drop in on Donald two days a week. "Mr. Ken Guthrie, have
you found my new parents yet?" he called, running out to my car time after time. Time
after time, I explained the process and my limited role in it. The conversation became
game play.
Meanwhile, I grew to love Donald much as I did my own child in my own home,
though I knew he could never be my own. What a shame, I thought, that the rules forbade
such an attachment between social worker and child! My attachment to the boy was so
evident that my supervisor and the department director both encouraged me to let another
worker handle the case until the state office had the placement completed. I chose to
continue making the visits, the promises, and the reports in the file.
The day finally came. I was to have Donald in the office at 10 a.m. A state
worker would take him from there to Montgomery where he would meet his new parents.
I drove into the foster home driveway. Donald came running. "Mr. Ken Guthrie, what
are my new parents like?" "I don't know them, Donald, but you'll have lunch with them
today." That was about all the conversation. I was in no mood to talk.
We arrived at my office before the state worker. The worker with whom I shared
space obligingly found work that needed to be done in the file room. Donald sat at her
desk while I sat at mine. He broke the silence. "Mr. Ken Guthrie, when I move to my
new home with my new parents, I can't see you anymore, can I?"
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"No, Donald, but you won't need me anymore. You won't be in a foster home.
You won't need a case worker. You'll have a real family."
"Mr. Ken Guthrie, it's going to be ok, isn't it?"

"Yes, Donald, it's going to be ok," a promise I knew as I spoke it I had no power
to keep, but a promise I had anticipated. I reached into my pocket and pulled out an
Eisenhower dollar. "Donald, it is going to be ok, but sometimes you won't think it is. I'm
giving you this dollar. Look at when it was made--the same year you were born. Don't
you ever spend this dollar, Donald. Keep it. Keep it, and on those days things are not ok
and you think nobody loves you, pull it out. Hold it in your hand until it is just as warm as
it is right now as I give it to you from my hand. Hold it and say out loud, 'Mr. Ken
Guthrie loves me."'
As he rolled the large coin in his hand, he softly said, "Mr. Ken Guthrie loves me."
After Donald was gone that day, my supervisor came to me. Some rules, after all,
could be bent a bit. She showed me a picture of Jeffrey's parents and told me the town to
which he was moving, information kept confidential since.
j '

Six times during his school years, my sensible world disappeared as Donald's boy
face appeared and I heard him say, "Mr. Ken Guthrie loves me." I can only believe that at
those times the Spirit in which I gave the coin to Donald as a stone at Mizpah was
assuring him that he was not unloved.
Five years ago, I was on my way to work, English teacher in a rural high school
only one county away from the town to which Donald moved at age six. I was listening to
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a radio station from that town when the dj gave the community announcements. High
school graduation would be that night. Memories were triggered. I did the subtraction.
Yes, Donald was a senior that year, would be graduated that night ifhe still lived in that

town. I pulled to the side of the road, not in shape to drive for awhile. I wanted to be at
that graduation but knew I could not.
Twice more, about a week after that graduation date and about a week before I
began writing this, I saw Donald; I heard him say, "Mr. Ken Guthrie loves me." And I still
do.
I understand the pain of parents whose missing children are depicted on the milk
cartons. I, too, have one who has gone away. I, too, send up prayers for a missing child
for whom I promised it's going to be ok.
God our Father, you see your children growing up in an unsteady and confusing
world: Show them that your ways give more life than the ways of the world, and
that following you is better than chasing after selfish goals. Help them to take
failure, not as a measure of their worth, but as a chance for a new start. Give them
strength to hold their faith in you, and to keep alive their joy in your creation;
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
(The Book of Common Prayer, 1979, 829)
P.S. God, Donald is your son. Please remind him that Mr. Ken Guthrie loves him.
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The Princess and the Bee
Once upon a time in a faraway land lived a beautiful princess. This princess had
glossy red hair, sparkling blue eyes, and a generous smile. This princess was sweet,
smart, and very talented. One would think she was absolutely perfect. But, she had one
problem; she hated to brush her teeth.
The king and queen took their lovely daughter to a kind and gentle dentist, hoping
that he could convince the princess of this grave importance. Unfortunately, this did not
work; she lightly said that the royal dentist could and would take care of any problems she
might have. So she continued her unhealthy dental hygiene.
One day the beautiful princess was in the garden gathering flowers, as she often
did, when a busy bee came along. He buzzed by her ear so closely that the princess
jumped and turned around. The bee fell to the ground instantly. The princess, being of
such a kind heart, knelt down to see if he were a little dizzy and asked, "What happened?"
The princess said, "I'm sorry, I must have knocked you down when you buzzed by.
Are you going to be all right?"

II
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The bee kind oflaughed and told the princess , "You didn't knock me down, but
your breath sure did. Whew! When was the last time you used a tooth brush?"
"I don't brush my teeth; I'll have you know."
"Why not? Don't you know how unhealthy it is to have rotten teeth?"
"Yes, I know, but we have the Royal Dentist and he can fix anything."

i .
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"But, if you brushed your teeth, there would be nothing to fix. Plus maybe a
handsome prince would kiss you, marry you, and live happily ever after."
The princess began to cry. "I would love to marry a handsome prince, but that
would mean that I would have to leave my parents all alone. That's why I do not brush
my teeth, so nobody will fall in love with me and take me away."
The bee told the princess that not all fairy tales end that way. "Sometimes the
young couple moves into the palace to help the king and queen rule the land."
The princess ran to brush her teeth. As soon as she finished she felt so much better
that she opened her bedroom window. In flew the bee; she blew him a kiss and said,
"Thank you so much."
The bee immediately turned into a beautiful yellow-haired girl. She said, "Thank
you. I am Beatrice, your sister. Many years ago our parents angered the local wicked
witch by building a tower to keep her from flying over the castle, so she changed me and
our brother, Benjamin, into bees. He was the bee you met in the garden."
The royal children and their parents lived happily ever after .

. I
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Reading and Writing Biographies
Currently at Oxford Middle School, all homeroom teachers teach language arts in a
two hour block of time. Each month a different genre is chosen for the literature study and
writing assignments. In this plan the teacher daily reads aloud a given book to the class. The

.I

students usually choose from seven titles in this same genre to read independently.
Occasionally the students will choose from reserve library books when a greater variety of
choice is needed.
The sixth grade was studying a unit on biographies of famous Americans. The
students listened as their teacher read aloud daily about Jackie Robinson, George Washington
Carver, Albert Einstein, Harriet Tubman, and even Nellie Blye. The students chose
biographies from the library for their independent reading selections.
In planning the writing selection of this unit all the sixth grade teachers decided to let
the students write biographies, too. The subject of these biographies should be someone
they could actually talk to and interview.
First, basic rules of etiquette in interviewing someone were explained. Role-playing
followed with the teacher interviewing several students. The teacher modeled correct
behavior during the interview as well as asking appropriate questions about the child's life,
achievements, and goals for the future.
The students planned their interviews with at least ten questions to ask. They actually
scheduled the interview and took notes as their questions were answered. After the interview
they were to change these answers into statements. The students then organized this
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infonnation into some logical order for a rough draft. After this they chose a peer to
conference with and to help revise their work. Upon finishing the final copy the students
shared these with the class and then turned them in to the teacher.
There were some excellent pieces written about parents, grandparents, friends, and
· cousins. One little boy wrote
this about his grandmother.

As an extension of this
unit the students delivered oral
book reports about the person
whose biography they had read
from the library. This
presentation was done in first
person and they were to either
dress similar to the person or
bring in props to assist in the
storytelling. Parents were
invited and many commented
on what a good idea this was.
This made the unit seem to
come alive for everyone.
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Heroes
In a lifetime, a person has many heroes. Through different stages of development,
various qualities seem to emerge as being most important.
My daddy was my first hero. No, he did not have a college degree or even a high
school diploma, but he was far from being an uneducated man. He knew how to keep a
family of five children dressed and well-fed on a mechanic's meager salary. As a deacon
and founder of his church, he knew the importance of taking rather than sending his
children to church and seeing that we knew the Lord and praised Him for what we had.
I recall telling someone once, "My daddy can do anything." He shared his
knowledge of cars, carpentry, and woodworking with my brothers. I cherish the memory
of Daddy slowly brushing my younger sister's tangled waist-length hair after the rest of the
family's tolerance was spent. I lovingly remember his enduring patience with me, the
inquisitive one, who always had a string of questions. It was he who asked me at the
church entrance ifl was sure I really wanted to marry the man waiting at the altar, then
encouraged us both when I said I did.
I can never forget his courage as he successfully fought cancer of the larynx.
Years later he calmly told me from a hospital bed that the doctor said a new kind of cancer
had invaded one of his kidneys and simply explained the surgery to me. His strength and
faith comforted both him and me.
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He bounced back after the surgery and enjoyed a few healthy months before
finding out the cancer had moved to yet another organ. He kept up his end of this battle
by then traveling to Birmingham in hopes of a cure.
Daddy only lived to be sixty-six, but he truly lived those sixty-six years to their
i

fullest. Growing up the son of a cruel, selfish man, my father learned to show us love and

! '

affection in his special way. He was forever faithful to his true love, my mother, modeling
the perfect husband for all of us to come to expect in our future.
My mother was forever the hero. She quietly handled disputes among the children
so as not to disturb Daddy. She taught us to love and respect Daddy, the head of the
house. She expertly went to the grocery store with very little money yet came home with
more than enough food to feed such a large family. In her kitchen she could easily prepare.
a huge feast in a relatively short period of time and seemed so content while there.
Mother kept the nursery at the church after my younger sister was born. Anytime
there was a church meeting, Mother was there keeping children so the church leaders
could better perform their duties.
When her doctor explained that mother's heart was weakened due to diabetes, we
knew this was a serious matter. Mother curtailed a few of her duties at church and
diligently watched her diet. One wintry Friday night Mother and Daddy went on a "date"
to eat in a nearby city. While there, Mother told Daddy that she didn't feel well and
wanted to go home. She died on the way. The emergency room doctor said she had felt
no pain as she serenely went to sleep with her head in Daddy's lap.
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From Mother, I learned that the family should always come first and that a
marriage should be a commitment to someone you truly love, honor and respect.
The long devotion my parents shared laid the groundwork for my own marriage. I
knew that the man I would marry must be a strong and capable man, much like my father,
and he is.
My husband has been my hero from the day I met him when he offered to play

pool with me, even though I had never played the game in my life. He patiently answers
my questions and offers suggestions when I am unsure of myself He quietly "holds down
the fort" when I overextend my capabilities. He never forgets to tell me that he loves me
even when I've been so distracted that perhaps I've forgotten to tell him so. He
encourages me when I begin to falter or to wonder if I am worthy of such devotion. He
does not even complain about my lack of domestic skills. Who could ask for anything
more?
In October of this year we will celebrate our nineteenth wedding anniversary. All
those years ago as we stood at the altar we could never have known the heights of
happiness or the depths of sadness that we might experience in our future. One thing I did
know then and still know today--I married a real hero.
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Researching Life
To do research or not to do research is not an option. It is a mandate for students
in Alabama's public schools! The end product is a requirement; however, the means to the
end is limited only by one's imagination and creativity. Research is an activity in which
learning can be fun. Sophomore students at Selma High School have enjoyably conducted
research.
Complying with the Alabama Course of Study for Language Arts regarding the
teaching of research skills to students in grades 9-12, the English Department of Selma
High School requires that every teacher include a research unit each year. Priority of
research topics is given to teachers of seniors and juniors who choose literature-related
topics stemming from British and American literary works and writers. Although
sophomores are exposed to a world scope literary based program, most of the writers
included in the text are American and British. Thus, to avoid duplication of content and to
maintain student enthusiasm commensurate with the learning of the research process and
extraneous knowledge, a different area of topics needed to be explored. Considering the
current dogma that students use the writing process to produce thoughtful compositions in
standard written English for both practical and personal purposes, I attempted to structure
a research unit that would achieve both purposes: a research report in acceptable form
and a meaningful and relevant content of personal value to the student. A two-fold
research unit was realized to accomplish the goals. On alternating years, a study of
cultures or a study of controversial, contemporary issues is assigned.
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First, the cultural research unit is discussed. Selma, the Queen City of the South,
prides herself as the cradle of the Confederacy as well as the birthplace of the Civil Rights
movement. Incredible to some, Selma is also a miniature cultural melting pot; residents
and transients are a mixture of cultural backgrounds. Using the cultural diversity as a
backdrop, the cultural research report seemed feasible. A large group oflndians from the
East have settled in Selma; one of our librarians is included. A delegation of native
Africans comprises a segment of our population; included are our school board president
and the husband of one of my coworkers. Several persons from Pakistan populate Selma.
In addition, several local people are vicarious citizens of places like Japan, China and other
foreign countries. Selma's business and professional community is inundated by emigrants.
With such a rich and diverse cultural heritage, sophomores of Selma High School could
gain the knowledge of the research process and simultaneously acquire information of
other cultures which would promote tolerance and harmony.
The cultural research unit begins by the students listing the cultures in which they
are interested on a class roster. Next, each class narrows the list to five cultures most
prominently represented in Selma or in which there is much interest. A collective list is
made by compiling all the classes' choices and the final five are selected. The librarians are
informed of the students' choices and peruse their materials to determine if adequate
references are available. Now, the individual research begins. Each student assembles his
research supplies, prepares a tentative outline, and starts a two-week intensive research
activity in the library. Using a teacher prepared hand-out, each student explores his topic
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by gathering sources, preparing bibliography cards, taking notes, writing the rough draft,
revising after proofing, and passing in the final copy.
During the research process, each student interviews a native of the culture or a
vicarious representative. The information is included in the report and properly
documented. Subsequently, the students are grouped by the culture researched, and they
prepare an oral presentation on that culture. For this oral discussion they select a
moderator or narrator and each becomes a panelist who discusses some aspect of the
culture: food, dress, religion, marriage customs, government, education and other areas.
Audio-visual aids are displayed. The climax of the presentation is an invited guest (a
native or an experienced representative who dresses in the attire, prepares a dish and
responds to questions that have arisen from research on that culture).
The rewards of this research are immensely gratifying to the students and the
teacher, The written reports are graded by the teacher; students evaluate themselves on
their oral demonstration. The benefits exceed the grading scale. The students are
engaged in integrating all the strands of the language arts curriculum: reading, writing,
listening, speaking and thinking. The research unit is no longer an isolated activity;
students are actively involved in a meaning-centered activity where the language-keptwhole concept is emphasized.
Likewise, the contemporary-controversial issue research unit is designed to
accomplish the two-fold goal: knowledge of the research process and awareness of
contemporary problems that plague us. Topics such as AIDS, domestic violence,
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surrogate motherhood, teenage pregnancy, anorexia, child abuse, spousal abuse, adoption,
abortion and others are explored. Teens are thrust into adulthood at a very early age.
Situations and experiences once thought to be adult concerns are part of the teen scene
either by discussion or first-hand experiences. It is imperative that schools provide
appropriate acquisition of information on these issues so that students become
enlightened. This unit provides students with opportunities to gain information on a
controversial issue by researching both the pro and con sides. Ultimately, students will be
able to make decisions based on fact and not fiction when personally confronted with
these issues.
Assigning the research unit is not a chore but a challenge. Students are involved in
authentic activities that allow for individual exploration and group interaction. Less
emphasis is placed on grading; more concern is directed to student outcome. Eventually,
the end does justify the means. However, both the end and the means are equally
rewarding. Students produce coherent, correctly documented research reports, learn
invaluable information, and experience excitement during the research process.
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I-Search, I Find, I Know
Ken Macrorie's The I-Search Paper describes a relevant and workable alternative
to the traditional research paper, suggesting that genuine inquiry "originates and proceeds
of an actual need in one's life" (Dellinger). Using his method, a student is able to seek out
information concerning a subject of his own choosing and one about which he, too, knows
something or is keenly interested. Gone is the method of researching what has already
been researched by the experts and fulfilling an assignment of interest to the student only
because he wants a good grade from the teacher. lfthe subject is selected by the writer,
his interest and will to learn more are piqued at the beginning. According to Macrorie,
the principal reason education doesn't take better than it does is that it's a closed loop, with the
knowledge and experience of experts on one side and no way for it to flow into or over to the other
side, where in darkness--unarticulated, unreflected upon, unused--lie the knowledge and experience of
students. The discipline ofreal learning consists of The Self and The Others flowing into each other.
(Macrorie 13)

The I-Search paper succeeds because it enables people to become instrumental, for
it begins with truth and need. Famous writers have for years advised younger writers to
search for hard truths. It's sad that more weight has not been given to that sage advice.
Ralph Ellison said of Ernest Hemingway, "When he describes something in print, believe
him even when he describes the process of art in terms of baseball or boxing; he's been
there" (qtd. in Macrorie 28). Said Henry David Thoreau on the subject, "lfI were a
professor of rhetoric I should insist on this--speak the truth. This first, this second, this
third" (qtd. Macrorie 28). Truth-telling makes an incredible difference in writing. It helps
one stay in touch with himself and puts a charge in his writing. In addition, truth-telling·
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makes the writer feel confident and comfortable. Macrorie says, "It's a way of
countenancing yourself'' (38). A Ben Franklin proverb states, "A lie stands on one leg,
truth on two" (qtd. Macrorie 38).

I-Search Method
After the "subject has chosen the writer," Macrorie offers a list of resource
strategies the writer may employ.
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Once you've got a topic, take it to class, tell others how you became interested, ask if they
can help you--tips, names, address, phone numbers of expert etc-Find experts or authorities. Ask them where to locate the most useful books, magazines,
newspapers, films, tapes or other experts on your topic.
Look at or listen to this information. Note down what may be useful to you.
Before you interview people who know a lot about your topic, think about the best way to
approach them. Through another person, by phone or letter. Do you need an introduction
from another person?
Know something about your topic before you talk to an expert or authority. Don't waste their
time.
If you're worried that experts may not be able to spare you time, begin by asking them where
you might look for information and advice on you topic. If they don't want to talk with you
at length, they can refer you to others,
Test the statements of experts against those ofother experts. Consider whether the expert is
rated highly by his peers. Has he published? What institution does he work for? Does one
thing he says seem to uphold another?
Consult both firsthand sources (people who talk to you about what they're doing, or objects
and events you observe on your own) and secondhand sources (books, magazines,
newspapers, or people who tell you what other people have done), Experts need not hold an
official position or be a certain age. (Macrorie 62-63)

A good policy to follow in organizing an I-Search paper is simply to tell a story of
what was done in the search, the order in which everything happened--the happenings,
that is, which are crucial to the hunt.
The paper must be followed by proper documentation procedures. "Back Notes"
which appear at the end of the paper work best with an I-Search project. If readers need
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to know while they're reading who published a book mentioned on the first page of a
paper, or its date, they can look to the list of sources at the end and find out.
The I-Search paper is designed to offer lifetime skills in listening, interviewing,
reading, quoting, reporting and writing in a way that others will profit from and enjoy
(71). The writer will be developing a useful lifetime habit and carrying out an intellectual
task at the same time.
The I-Searcher should tell his account as if he were telling a story.
For the listener or reader, story reveals where the teller's attitudes and judgements come from. To
abstract or pull out of a complex human event a few conclusions often produces nothing more than
resistance and animosity among listeners or readers because they haven't shared the experiences
which gave rise to them. That's why so many lectures and textbooks are dry--they lack the blood,
muscle, rain and dust of stories, the sound of individual people speaking, that life giving, dramatic
resource of the storyteller. (99)

The writer should not lecture his readers; rather, he should take them on a journey.
When the I-Searcher makes contact with his interviewees and is ready to record
their information, the result is usually not a word-for-word report of what two people
said. It should be composing in which the interviewer studies his notes, chooses the best
pieces, and puts them together to form a picture that makes sense to him, the person
interviewed and to his readers. He must carefully decide what the strongest and weakest
parts of the interview are. Doing so is not being dishonest. He must choose and discard.
Better to score with a short, muscular interview than bore and ultimately lose readers with
a long, flabby one.
If the writer intends to incorporate dialogue in his I-Search paper, he should:
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listen carefully to Ute way people talk. All people have their own ways of thinking, feeling and putting
words together. A word or expression is w1ique to them, maybe because they mispronounce it, maybe
because in their family it was a homemade word, created out of a funny or sad incident that family
members never forgot. Get down on paper not only what they say but their individual way of saying
it. You won't succeed completely because your own word patterns will intrude on theirs, but if you try
for this truth to life, you'll fashion a stronger dialogue than if you attempt to sound literary or dramatic.
(123)

Response and Editing
Response groups are prepared to listen and evaluate the effectiveness of the paper.
They will comment on whether the paper accomplishes what it set out to do, suggest ways
of improving it, make clarifications, and cut parts that seem off the point of the search.
They will also examine whether the writing style is consistent. This is an ego-involved
situation; some responders will dominate and others will hold back. The group is not
there to show superiority but to help. It is important to praise the parts of the work which
are strong. The writer needs to leave the response group with confidence and strength as
well as knowledge ifhe is to write well later.
Becoming A Writer
According to Professor Macrorie,
More than likely you will find out you are a writer ifyou-1.
Get in the habit of writing of what you care about so much that you can taste it
constantly on the back of your tongue as you walk through every ordinary day.
2.
Cultivate such a respect for truth and facts that you feel sick when you start to write
a false or pretentious phrase.
3.
Want so much to see your name and words in print that you inunediately write
works right for the publications nearest you. You won't be able to break the habit.
4.
Strengthen your stomach muscles so that each time you open an envelope
containing a rejection slip your gut grows harder.
5.
Make your way. Investigate possibilities. What are you expert in? Write about
that expertise.
6.
Remember that publishers have to pay their printing bills. Study publications to
see what's valuable to their readers.
7.
You will love and collect people who will help you make your writing better.
(330-331)
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Although this research paper has "I" in the title and consists of something the
writer needs to know as an individual, its strength comes from interactions with other
people--classmates who help find people and sources, experts to interview, teacher and
response groups who guide and help edit. The writer understands that his paper cannot be
completed without this resource group.
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Bond of Airy Thinness
We walked among the bluebells that spring mom
(Bright glittennotes of light, the sun so bold),
And spoke of things irrelevant, yet unborn.
Denying voice to words our hearts did hold.
As we strode on , I thought back on the years
Where ties transcending time made us secret sharers,
Though now, it came to this; despite our fears
We spoke as two who might have been wayfarers.

Beneath the jeweled sky, I understood
That words were petty things, mere hollow sound;
For two souls bound in sacred sisterhood
The silence held a meaning more profound.
And though the stillness settled in, unbroken,
Through words we left unsaid, volumes were spoken.
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Old Age
Despite the heat
you're wearing a coat.
I ask,
Are you going somewhere?
You answer,
Eventually ...
You never say the word anymore
But your every act is migratory.
You have become in your aging
A wounded and silent animal
Whose legs no longer support
His dreams of walking alone.
I remember when you knew
The date, the day, the month
And the year and how
The toaster worked
And how to walk around the farm
Without getting lost.
I hear you now in your room
Shifting the closet doors
Open and shut. Perhaps
You are searching for the clothes
And the words you knew
When you remembered home
And how to get there.
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Holding On
The small boy stood alone in a large crowd of moving people. He had no
comforting hand to hold. As he peered through his tear-filled eyes, he could see the
enormous, green football field below. A red porn-porn fell aimlessly in front of him; he did
not reach for it.
Although a hunger pain rumbled in his empty stomach, he did not notice the
inviting smell of hot dogs and pop com. Another day he would have begged for these
necessities, but not today; not now. He cupped his ears and strained to hear the familiar
deep voice, but the roar of the crowd consumed him.
Warm, salty tears began to stream down his rounded face, streaking his cheeks.
Where was the familiar face? Where was the strong, comforting and guiding hand that
suddenly slipped from his reach? At this moment, he would have given all his boyhood
possessions to feel his father's tight grip and hear his reassuring voice.
Now, he often awakes from dreams of this boyhood incident. The familiar face did
come that day, bringing an abundance of relief that could only be experienced by such a
young boy. In the darkness of his room, a vague, yet distinguishable voice comforts his
racing heart, while a calming warmth embraces his memory. How he wishes he could feel
the security and assurance of his father's grasp again.
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Bringing Sleep
Insomnia
worry, fatigue
thoughts of tomorrow
whirling in place
bringing Misery
Imagination
flowing, wandering
finding a warm place
a window's view
bringing Beauty
Dusk
creeping, gray
hand of darkness
welcoming the night
bringing Comfort
Firelight
crackling, glowing
mattress of clouds
blanket of softness
bringing Warmth
Serenity
tranquil, quiet
snowflakes softly falling
covering my mind
bringing Peace
Worries
fading, retreating
Snowfairies lightly flutter
kissing my eyelids
bringing Sleep
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The Wait
They sit quietly and motionless as dawn breaks. In the distance, mist slowly rises
over the glassy water. The air is crisp and cool, causing small clouds to form as each
exhales warm breath. The silence is welcoming, yet deafening. To them, the outside
world is faraway. As they have planned, their presence is disguised and concealed.
As comrades, they are bound together by an emotional pact of trust, respect,
loyalty, and dependence. Although these bonds unify the two, one must assume the role
of commander. No decision or movement is made without his order. So, together they
wait patiently and eagerly for their mission to commence.
An atmosphere of thick, anticipated-tension envelopes them. A slight movement

to the left causes each eye to focus in that direction. A faint sound accompanies the
disturbance and ears strain to listen. Is it the awaited moment? A bird appears in view,
searching for food in the frost-bitten fallen leaves. The wait continues.
As the mist clears, their surroundings are filled with the sounds of nature.
Treefrogs and birds compete for their morning songs to be heard. As a pair, they are
careful not to make their presence known; they are intruders--enemies. Patience must
persevere for this surprise attack to be a success.
Suddenly, a distant, yet distinguishable sound is heard. Ears strain; eyes focus
upward and peer deep into the horizon, searching for incoming prey. The approaching
sound becomes louder, clearer, and more distinct. Breathing becomes heavier as both

i
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hearts race. The commander slowly rises so that an accurate decision can be made. Both
are ready.
The ringing of gunfire sharply pierces the air. Neither flinches as the sound echoes
back. They wait for the smoke to clear, seconds seem like eternity. A wet splashy sound
hits the water. Patience has persevered.
With a loud, shrill sound, the commander delivers the order. Immediately, the dog
races to the water to retrieve the fallen prey. Cold, dark wetness embraces her as she
clinches the feathered breast gently between her teeth. Turning back to shore, she heads
to her commander--her comrade--her master. The hunt is delivered unselfishly to him. As
he accepts her gift, he affectionately strokes her wet fur. His beaming countenance cannot
hide the pride he feels toward _his comrade-- his best friend. The bonds of trust, loyalty,
and respect remain. Patience has brought success.

i
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I
I

Fun with Fantasy
I

Do sixth-graders really enjoy playing with toys? Would they even admit to such a
"childish" characteristic? One of the most memorable writing assignments I used this year

I,
I

in my sixth-grade Language Arts class occurred during our Fantasy Unit. As a new
teacher, I gambled and took a chance on using plastic miniature people and animals as
writing prompts for my extremely "grown-up" and "I don't play with toys" sixth-graders.
Our language arts program debuted this year without a familiar aid and tool to
teaching--basal readers. Instead, our bookshelves and reading centers welcomed children's
tradebooks which included themes and genres of literature our students would be exposed
to throughout the year. Students eagerly looked forward to reading new tradebooks each
month based on a different theme.
The most intimate time during our language arts class took place each day when I
read aloud to the students. Our "read-aloud" book for the fantasy unit, The Indian in the
Cupboard, by Lynne Reid Banks, centers around a young boy, Omri, who receives an old
cupboard as a birthday present from his younger brother. Omri also receives an antique
key from his mother.

I.

To Omri's surprise, he discovers he owns a magical cupboard. Or, does the key
possess the secret magic? When Omri places a miniature plastic Indian in the cupboard
and locks the cupboard with the key, the Indian mysteriously comes to life. Magical and
suspenseful events begin to unfold I
I used this book as a springboard to prompt my students to write their own fantasy
stories. I passed around a decorative bag filled with plastic miniature people and animals.
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Ii

Each student reached into the bag and pulled out a toy figurine. Students were then asked
to imagine their characters suddenly coming to life. We began our prewriting by webbing
possible questions, situations, events, and problems their characters might encounter by
'

'

coming to life. Some examples of prewriting prompts were:
What is its name?
How does it come to life?
What period of history is it from?
Describe its personality.
What is your role or involvement in the story?
Do you allow your character to return to plastic or remain
alive?

After webbing, students began writing their rough drafts. I sensed excitement and
enthusiasm from the students as they became involved in this assignment. They worked
together in pairs during the revising and editing stages. Students were given the
opportunity to introduce their "real" miniature person or animal to the class and read
aloud their finished products. Most students chose to place their work in their portfolios.
I remain delighted at their enthusiasm toward this assignment. Choosing their own
character served as a positive motivator for writing. I feel this writing assignment could

I

be modified and incorporated into various aspects and grade levels of writing, not just
during a study on the genre of fantasy.
Next year I plan to allow students to illustrate and publish their works by
compiling a class anthology of fantasy stories. Additionally, students may be asked to
imagine they are that tiny, real person or animal and write from that character's point of
view. Do sixth-graders enjoy playing with toys? My promise to them remains, "I'll never

I
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I,
I '

Camellia House

I
I

I

The historical marker in the front yard says the house was built ten years before the
Civil War. If the house could talk, what kind of stories would it tell?
Would it tell about the young man who built it for his new bride? The front door
would tell how he carried her in his arms across the threshold. The front bedroom upstairs
would tell about their first night together and how happy they made each other. Later that
same room would tell about the birth of their first son and then about the difficult birth of
twin girls.
The kitchen would tell about all the struggles the young wife had learning to cook
the food her husband liked best. It would then tell how her old nanny had stepped in and
helped her to make the meal a success the first time the in-laws came to dinner.The dining
room would tell how the father-in-law tried to make her feel more at ease about that first
dinner and how proud her parents were of the way she had adjusted to married life.
The widow's walk upstairs would tell about the time the family spent up there looking for
the return of the husband from work and later for his return from war.
The house will never forget that day the huge cloud of dust and smoke began to
rise from the direction of Atlanta. The ground began to shake early the next morning from
the movement of wagons and the tramping of horses' hooves. The roar of the cannon
soon filled the air. The house knew the soldiers would soon follow the sounds. The
house was aware that the woman was feeling fear and that the children were beginning to
ask questions about what would happen when the soldiers came to their town. That same
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day the soldiers arrived and told the family that they were to be gone by the next morning.

i

Early the next morning the woman's father and a few loyal field hands were there to help
her move the children and their clothes to a safer place away from Pelham Road.
The horror for the house started once the family left and the soldiers moved in.
The front parlor was turned into a temporary hospital for the wounded and the dying. The
dining room and back parlor were turned into offices for the Union Colonel and General.
The next day cannon were moved into the two front rooms of the house. The wheels cut
into the polished surface of the hardwood floors. Soon the front windows were only holes
from which the cannon were fired. Confederates fired on the Union soldiers camped
around and in the house. The French wallpaper the woman so lovingly hung soon became
covered with holes and the blood of the wounded soldiers. The cannon fired many times
that day, and the recoil of the cannon wore deep holes into the once beautiful floor.
When the battle was over, the house could remember the cries of agony from the
young soldiers who were wounded in the battle. The worst part was the screams of agony
when limbs were amputated with little or no anesthesia. Two days later the soldiers
moved on through the town, and the wounded were moved to the Presbyterian Church on
the square to recover or die.
Four days after the woman and her children had moved out, they returned to a
home very much changed. The stairs to the widows' walk were repaired at once so they
i

I

'

could keep a vigil for the father and husband's return. Slowly the blood stains and the
debris of war were removed from the house and the family could once again stay in the
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house. The house remembers the joy it felt the day the twins saw a figure slowly making
its way up Pelham Road. It was father and husband finally returning from war.
In time the floors that the cannon had scarred so badly were returned to a glossy

shine, but the cannon tracks never totally disappeared. The wallpaper was replaced, the
bullet holes were repaired, but the house never forgot what happened there during the
war.
The son, now a grown man, was married in the parlor. The house was glad to see
a new family beginning life within its walls. Soon the twins will marry and the
grandchildren will come along. The first husband and wife are happy and enjoy the
grandchildren. For a time the house is also happy to be so full of life. Then the message
comes from the office that the husband has had a heart attack and the son is on the way to
the house with his father's body. The house is sad with the family for a while, but soon the
family reminisce about the happy times they all have had in the house with the father. The
son and his family moved into the house with his mother, and the house rings with
laughter of children once again. Soon the old woman dies, and again they are sad for a
time. All too soon the grandchildren begin to marry in the parlor and the house knows
that it will be needed by a new family soon.
The house still stands on Pelham Road. Its paint is peeling now and the widow's
walk is not safe for even a small child to· stand on anymore. The stairs are worn and the

!

handrail is broken. The bullet holes in the walls show once again and people feel sorry for
the old rundown house as they pass by on the street. But the house has its good memories
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and will tell us not to feel sorry for it because its times have not always been sad. The old
house still hopes that a couple will come along soon to love it as the first family did and
restore it once again to all its glory.
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Papa
He was the proud owner of a small farm where he used a mule to prepare the land
for the planting of cotton, com and hay. This man never had a lot of money but always
had time for his grandchildren. We lived only a few miles from his farm and could count
on him to be happy to see us anytime we could be with him.
Papa would get up and go to the fields as the sun was coming up in the east. He
worked there until his young wife had breakfast ready about 7:30. Then he would find a
shade tree where the mule could eat grass and drink water. Papa never sat very long over
breakfast but ate in a hurry and went back to the fields until 12:30 or I :00. Then he came
to the house for dinner (as he called it). After he ate he would take a quilt out to the
shade trees in the front yard and sleep or rest for a couple of hours. When it began to cool
off, he would go back to the fields and work until there was just enough light left to feed
and water the mule before putting him in the barn. Papa would then come into the house
for his supper and afterwards tell stories about his youth, funny things that made my
brothers and me laugh. When the crops were laid by, he would take me for long walks in
the woods and point out wildlife, trees and other information he thought I needed to
know.
I never heard him say a bad word about anyone or a curse word. He lived to be
ninety-two years old and was just as wiliing to share his stories and walks with my two
I

I,

very young sons as he had been with me. He was a true gentleman farmer, never rich in
money but rich in what made a child feel loved and cherished.
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A Special Gift
I wish that I could share with thee
The hours of pleasure you have given me.
But how can I convey, to such a colossal giant?
The birth of your existence the fount of my delight.
Like a reigning monarch you dominate your plane.
And those who stand beside you are dwarfed in your domain.
As a mother eagle carries her young upon her wings.
You envelop the delicate wren beneath a canopy of green.
You cradle to your bosom the tiny squirrel in flight,
And hold him close without complaint until he feels no fright.
Though I found no language with which I could impart,
I'm connected to you through vibrations from my heart.
0, Mighty Oak. you can never be just a plain oak tree.
You are a special gift my children gave to me.
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She Was Always There
Before I could recall the creaking of the old rocking chair as it lulled her to sleep in
the wee hours of the morning---She Was There. She soothed my constant earache as she
nestled my tiny dark head in the hollow of her neck.
She Was There---as I climbed the worn rungs of the straight back, cane bottomed
chair. I would not miss an opportunity to be near her while she expertly fashioned
homemade biscuits. I can see her now as she placed each biscuit on the iron baker,
simultaneously steadying the cane chair with her right foot. I remember looking up into
her sky-blue eyes and requesting that she sing "Barbara Allen," a ballad handed down for
generations. When she sang it to me, a mere child, I was moved by the passion in her
voice. I recall the pangs of sorrow I felt for the lovers for whom the ballad was written.
When I was dressed in my best shoes and frilly dress and stood on the cement front
porch with its bannisters ofrock---She Was There. She stood in the doorway with the
screen door half opened, hair neatly combed and her lips painted a soft pink even though it
was only seven o'clock in the morning. Her youthful appearance betrayed her role as the
mother of five boisterous children. Looking rather childish in her simple, broadcloth
housedress, she accented her tiny waist with an apron tied in the back where a large bow
was fashioned from the long, flowing sash. I waved good-bye to her as I skipped down
the red, clay road anxious to begin my first day of school. The far-away look in her eyes
told me that she understood it was far more than just my first day of school. It was the
beginning of a new phase, a new chapter in my life and--hers.
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She Was There---when I came home crushed and bruised over my first love. She
listened patiently as I poured out my grief and disappointment. She assured me that there
would be other boys, life would go on, and I would be happy again.
Some years later when I met my husband-to-be---She Was There. We were poor,
but she managed to make our wedding day and dinner a beautiful celebration. Yes, a
celebration! She was a romantic. Love was, for her, the most coveted of all earthly
treasures. That love was evident in her own marriage and in the selfless sacrifices she
made daily for my siblings and me.
When my first child was born prematurely and his life was snatched away along
with my heart and soul---She Was There. She reminded me of God's purpose and plans.
She stood beside me as I groped my way back from the endless, spiraling pit of grief. Like
the unseen steel that undergirds towering buildings and bridges to make them strong, she
was my strength. She never faltered in her vigilance. She was the sunshine that
brightened each day and the song that cheered my heart. She was the physician who
helped restore and make me whole again.
The years slipped by and I became a more mature woman. I saw the two ofus as
a planet with its satellite in orbit. She was no longer at the center with me. She was in
the outer circle, but still surrounding me with her enduring love. She was my mentor and
motivator. She encouraged me in the pursuit ofmy career. She taught me that seeking
knowledge is a never ending adventure. When I graduated from college and stepped into
my first classroom---She Was There.
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On April 10, 1991, I rode to the hospital with her. Her fiery spirit was not altered
by her pain. Her hope and fervor for life could not be diminished by a diseased body.
However, on April 12, I could not bear to tarry long at her bedside in the intensive care
unit. When the nurse came for me and I entered her room---She Was Not There. She had
slipped away to the haven of rest that she believed would be more exciting and beautiful
than anything we could experience in this life.
As I participate in the JSU Writing Project I am reminded daily of her love for
knowledge. I am here because she taught me to have faith, work hard, and believe in
myself. With these qualities I believe all things are possible.
My mother lovingly shaped and molded my life. The values that she instilled in me
live on. Her unique spirit has bound me to wonderful, happy memories. Although I
experience many sad moments, I have peace because in a very real sense---She Is Here.
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Careless Caretakers
The Grace ofmy Father
Provided a land
With a perfect design
For the pleasure of man.

Devouring the grasslands
And animal homes
Where the deer and the antelope
Were once free to roam.

For many, long years
Man understood
That reverence for nature
Was for his own good.

The rambling, cool waters
Once crystal clear
Now host the slime
Ofa modem frontier.

Then came a time
When the greed of man
Far exceeded
His love for the land,

The rubbish-filled beaches
Across the land
Are a stark revelation
Of a thoughtless man.

The beautiful mountains,
Ablaze with splendor,
Soon became victims
Of man's earth benders.

Gone forever
Are the sparkling sands
Where father and child
Walked hand in hand.

From her peaks to her soul
Man mined for coal.
Was it for need,
Or was it for gold?

Feeble attempts
Have been made to redeem
The havoc wreaked
By man's machines.

Where the pathways once wound
Around her gentle slopes,
Highways now spread
From coast to coast,

But the earth cries out,
There is no plan
That can replace
The touch of the Master's hand.
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Town Meeting
Come on, hop on the bandwagon and make the study of energy resources
enjoyable. To spark interest, plan a culminating event before reading the chapters. I
decided to hold a town meeting. The meeting would be similar to an election campaign.
All students would be active participants, and those who wished to have a character part
could audition. Characters would include a mayor, moderator, and five sales
representatives who would promote the sale of fossil fuels, nuclear energy, wind and
water, and solar or thermal energy.
The audition led to a competitive writing lesson on persuasive speeches. Everyone
was given an equal opportunity to write and prepare a speech. Before the audition date
students could campaign for votes. And campaign they did! Like true politicians, they
stooped to any and every means to solicit votes. Excitement mounted as candidates
passed out collectors' pencils, gum baseball cards, creative campaign buttons, and stickers.
On the day of auditions our classroom resembled a campaign headquarters. The air
hummed with whispers, and note passing was at an all time high. After the auditions were
over and candidates elected, the class was divided into five collaborative groups. Each
group was assigned one type of energy to research. The research findings were compiled
and used by the group and their representative to prepare for the town meeting. Imagine,
if you can, students so highly motivated they were trying to find more information than
other groups. I was delighted, to say the least!
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Excitement mounted as the town meeting date drew near. Our walls radiated with
florescent posters. Each representative had creative drawings and captions proclaiming
his/her product to be just what "Walterburgs," the name selected for the town, needed.
The air was charged with anticipation. In order to hold the magic of the moment,
the ten o'clock science class was rescheduled to 8:30.
I had suggested that the characters dress up and try to "look" their part, but even I
was amazed at the attention they had given to their attire. The slim, bespectacled girl who
was mayor approached the podium in her red-polka-dot dress, white hose, and low-heel,
black shoes. She gave an air of confidence as she welcomed everyone and stated the
purpose of the meeting. After giving a hearty welcome to each representative, she turned
the meeting over to the moderator.
The moderator introduced representatives and kept the meeting running smoothly.
After all speeches were given, time was allotted for questions. I was amazed when
students, usually reluctant to participate, spoke up boldly, sometimes putting the
representatives on the spot with questions they couldn't answer.
Voting was difficult; the representatives had prepared well and were very
persuasive! However, my objective was achieved. The "townspeople" had given the
most consideration to protecting the environment. The moderator stood up and
congratulated the winner. A loud applause arose from the townspeople.
Every student enjoyed studying about energy. Writing activities ranged from
persuasive speeches to summaries, but my students didn't view these activities as boring.
The Town Meeting was so popular they wanted to have another one after the unit on
oceans.
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Stupid People
Am I imagining things, or are the stupid people taking over? Don't get me

wrong--I'm no rocket scientist or anything. There are plenty of people smarter than I am.
And even the terminally stupid have their rights. I mean, I don't believe they should be
taken out and shot or anything. Or, ifl did believe that, I would have the good sense not
to say so. Still, we live in a time when stupidity runs rampant.
There are numerous theories as to why this is happening. Some people choose to
blame the educational system. As a teacher, I find this theory objectionable. Most
teachers I know are smart, capable people who are doing all they can to stem this
floodtide of ignorance. Another school of thought, one that makes more sense to me,
maintains that it all comes down to numbers: numerous studies have shown that people of
higher intelligence are having far fewer children than people oflower intelligence. Simply
put, the dim bulbs are outbreeding the rest of us.
In man's early years on this planet, Darwin's theory of natural selection took care
of this problem splendidly. The really stupid people were run over by glaciers, or perhaps
killed and eaten by the more cerebral hunter-gatherers, long before they could reproduce
in large numbers. Today, however, the intellectually challenged are not only surviving,
they are thriving. If you don't believe me, just take a look around: that's not Albert
Einstein tooling along at forty-eight miles per hour in the passing lane with his left blinker
permanently on.
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And the real outrage is this: as the population of mouth-breathers increases,
American society is changing in order to accommodate them. We are moving toward that
most hideous of nightmares--an idiot-proof society. Consider the evidence: walk into a
public restroom that features one of those dispensers with a cloth towel on a continuous
loop. The front of the dispenser once held a mirror. Now it is emblazoned with these
words: "Warning--do not insert neck through loop or hang from towel as serious injury or
death may result." Call me a snob, but I don't want anyone whose life has been prolonged
by this warning to marry into my family.
Other chilling examples: in our bathroom at home we have a hand-held blow
dryer. At the end of the electrical cord is a tag, roughly the size of the dryer itself, which
reads: "Warning--do not use dryer in tub or shower." I shudder to think how many
people have been on the verge of discovering the time-saving benefits of simultaneously
washing and drying their hair, only to be stopped in their tracks by this life-saving
admonition. The consumer is further warned not to remove the tag. Apparently, some of
us need the occasional refresher course. When I was growing up, whenever I would buy a
new radio or other piece of electronic gear, I would find a small paper packet of silica gel
among the packaging, placed there to absorb potentially harmful moisture. ln the old
days, this little packet was labeled, appropriately enough, "silica gel." Now, this same
packet bears the warning 11 D0 not eat." At the risk of sounding intolerant, I have mixed
feelings about sharing a country, or even a planet, with a person who must be told that
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Sony did not include a little snack with his new Walkman or that his portable stereo is
called a boom box, not a boom box-lunch.
The bitter truth, though, is that the planet is as much theirs as mine. Accordingly, I
have no choice but to respect the rights of the stupid. After all, as those of us of even
moderate intelligence become an ever-shrinking minority, we will do well not to incur the
displeasure of our drooling brethren. We may soon find that we are the ones being
ridiculed. (Although, I suspect, not in writing.) So, hereafter I will bite my tongue and
hold my peace as stupid men continue to meet stupid women and have stupid children.
And who knows? Through some miracle of recessive genes, one of these unions may
produce a person who will cure diseases or discover new technologies or create soulstirring works of art. But I wouldn't bet the ranch on it. Hey, I'm not that stupid.
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Baby Picture
Flipping through my parents' photo album the other day, I came across a familiar
black and white 8 x 10--the only existing picture of me as an infant. I'm lying on my
stomach, tiny fists clenched, head raised alertly. The expression on my face is one of
intense concentration as though I am contemplating some topic of grave importance, my
future perhaps. Or maybe I just have gas. In the photograph, I have no earlobes; I still
don't. Apparently, you must be born with them, or you'll never have them at all. I am
wearing only a diaper, and the crack ofmy little behind is showing. I had a great butt
back then. Unlike the earlobe situation, this has changed over the years. Life is cruel that
way.
This photo used to be displayed on a shelf in our home. When I was about six or
seven years old, I knocked the picture frame over and the glass cracked clear across. I
cried because I thought the picture itself was broken. I couldn't understand that the glass
was separate from the picture, that th~ glass was only the surface. It would be a few more
years before I learned to separate the surface from the reality of life. Sometimes I still get
them confused. When that happens, I think about that baby boy in the picture, with his
diaper riding down and his whole life in front of him. In two years I'll be forty. I think
about driving over to Wal-Mart and buying that "Buns of Steel" video. But I sit on the
couch instead. It's time for the Braves game' on TV. ·Baseball--now that's reality.
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Writing in the Classroom:
A Philosophy
Prior to the 1994 Writing Project, I honestly had not given much thought to the
teaching of writing. Like so many other teachers, I taught the text and gave routine
writing assignments. I did no writing myself I red-pencilled compositions and returned
them to be glanced at and thrown away. I taught the five-paragraph essay structure,
explaining the role of each paragraph, and my students wrote like bored young druggists
filling prescriptions. In other words, I got what I deserved.
I still don't know all the answers, but I do know some of the questions. For
example, why do my students not value their writing? One answer is that I did not value
their writing enough to treat it as literature--to save it in portfolios, to publish it in a
variety of ways. Why do my students do such a poor job ofrevising? In part, because I
did not show them how to revise and give them the time they need to do it. Why are good
topics so hard to find? Because I did not find enough ways to spark my students'
imaginations. And why don't my students develop a writing work ethic? Because I did
not set the example by writing myself
I do not intend, through this confession, to invalidate everything I have done in my
classroom where writing is concerned. I have had a number of successful experiences.
What I have not had is a plan--an overall strategy or framework for the teaching of
writing. This is perhaps the most important thing I will take with me from the Writing
Project: a plan. Yes, this experience has also made me a better writer; that was the fun
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part. But what I needed most was a philosophy, and specific strategies to carry out that
philosophy.
I have much still to learn, but I now have a philosophical framework for the
teaching of writing. The elements are deceptively simple: show students the value of their
writing by saving and sharing it; teach students the importance of the writing process,
giving them the time they need to write and revise; find ways to unlock students'
imaginations; join students in the writing experience by writing with them. The teaching
strategies I have learned through demonstrations and research will prove valuable in
implementing these steps.
The important thing now is to keep learning, to keep growing. I referred to what I
have learned here as a framework; perhaps a better word would be "foundation. 11 When I
return to the classroom, I will build on this foundation, using my imagination and whatever
resources are at hand. The best teachers of writing are those who make writing a priority,
and that is what I intend to do.
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Lunch at Woolworth's
Tucked away in an Atlanta shopping mall is a restaurant that I consider a rare find.
My favorite eating place is only blocks from the trendy Buckhead Diner, just a few miles
from the elegant Ritz Carlton, and even closer to Atlanta's most private club of them all,
The Piedmont Driving Club. This gem of a place I have found is Woolworth's Coffee
Shop, located inside the Woolworth's store in Ansley Mall. It is not the food nor even the
prices that keep me going back. You must wonder why this place is such a gem. Let me
explain that it is the people whom I find interesting.
Over the last several years I have eaten here many times, gotten to know the staff
and the regular customers. Anytime I go in for lunch I find the same regulars and always
the same group of employees. The place is a reflection of what countless coffee shops
looked like 30 or 40 years ago. The huge counter makes not one, but two horseshoes
around the place. Customers can choose a stool at the counter or a high backed booth
around the rim of the counter. The stools and booths are thickly padded and covered in
red vinyl that slides across my bottom when I sit down. I think the average person sinks a
good three inches when he sits down in one of these seats!
I always like to sit on a stool near the back of the restaurant from which I can see
the entire place. My waitress can be anyone of the group who works here, but rest
assured the greeting is always about the same, a cheery voiced, "Hey, there, Mr. Chris,"
followed by the question, "You want your sweet tea with extra lemon?"
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The wait staff here consists of just 4 women, but they learn the name of the
customers and even get to know them well. There is Florence who is proud to tell

I

anybody that she came here when the store opened in 1963. Another waitress who has
also worked here that long is Rose; she doubles as manager of the place. Ann and Peggy
jokingly call themselves the "baby girls" of the other two women. They have worked here
about 20 years, but both women are at least as old as the other two waitresses.
Over at the grill making the greasy, fattening food stands Irene. She makes a
mean tuna salad stack and her greasy hamburgers could put the golden arches out of
business. When this lady sees the regular customers arriving, she often starts their food
before the waitresses can take the orders. She knows exactly what many of her regulars
always eat. I often see them send her a dollar tip when they leave.
These regular customers are an interesting lot in their own right. At one end of the
horseshoe-shaped counter is a group of eight men who meet daily for lunch at
Woolworth's. Their loud conversation, often filled with laughter, drifts across the
restaurant much like the smell of the onions sizzling on Irene's grill. The topics these
retirees discuss range from politics to sports to last night's lottery numbers.
Mixed in with these regulars are business people. Their talk of profits and losses,
sales campaigns, and clients is in sharp contrast to the retirees' light hearted banter.
Crisply dressed in expensive suits, they look very different than the retirees who wear
tennis shoes and open collar shirts. Could it be that when the retirees pass on, the guys in
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the suits will move from the booths to the counter and give us a new generation of retired
people?
Others frequent Woolworth's. Laura, a little old lady, sits in a booth for two
everyday. Everybody speaks to her, but there is never any conversation. Laura is deaf
Another old lady, whose name I've never heard anyone say, comes in everyday at exactly
the same time. She wears a large coat no matter what the weather is outside and a
shocking red wig. The waitresses think she has a mental condition, but nobody is certain.
All of these people are what make Woolworth's Restaurant special. I can spend an
hour sitting at my counter spot just watching the people and munching on one oflrene's
hamburgers. I could spend more money and visit one of those big name places, but the
people would not be the same!

My Worst Christmas
The Christmas of 1983 is one that I will always remember. It is one ofa dozen
holidays I worked during my years as a journalist. After so many holidays and so many
years they run together in a blur across my memory, but I vividly recall this frigid
Christmas.
One of my first jobs after completing college was working for a radio station.
Only a skeleton staff worked Christmas day. A couple of announcers and I were trying to
make a few extra dollars on this particular Christmas. When the three ofus met with our
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boss to review the day's plan, he promised that things would be easy on Christmas day.
"It'll be a breeze guys, keep the holiday tunes flowing and a little light news on the air."
When the three of us left that meeting, I can still hear the comment that came from my
lips, "Boy, what easy money!" The bonus we got for our day's work was a skinflint sum
for what the three of us gave in return.
The days leading up to Christmas had been wann; actually a tropical feel was in
the air. I remember wearing a short sleeve shirt to cover a story on Christmas Eve
morning and watching a newspaper photographer make a picture of some kids playing in
shorts. Who was to know that in less than 24 hours the thennometer would take a record
70 degree nosedive!
Later in the morning when I returned to the station, an announcer infonned me
that an Arctic cold front was headed to Dixie. I knew how much this guy loved cold
weather and thought he was joking, but when he gave me the copy I knew it was no joke.
The National Weather Service predicted a low the next morning often degrees.
The National Weather Service was wrong; their forecast often above zero was off
by ten degrees. The temperature on Christmas morning was a bone-chilling zero, and a
stiff twenty mile per hour wind made for a twenty below zero wind chill factor. I could
feel that cold wind hitting my face when I stepped out the door to go to work at five that
morning. My old 1977 Chrysler moaned and groaned as I tried to get it cranked. It was
almost as if the vehicle were screaming at me not to make it go in the cold, but after a few
attempts the engine roared into motion.
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When I reached the station and got inside, it was not much warmer than it had
been outdoors. The heating system had failed during the night, and my announcer friend
was huddled at the control board in full winter wrap. He informed me that our boss was
out of town, but the assistant manager would get the heat working. For hours we worked
in the cold. All of the heating businesses in town were flooded with emergencies like the
one we faced. I recall trying to type with my gloves on and then giving up in sheer disgust.
The keys of that old Royal were as cold as ice, but I typed story after story that morning.
The subject of every story was the same, the cold Christmas of 1983.
When dawn broke, our telephone lines started to ring and ring and ring. I have
never understood why people call a radio station in times of crisis. Continuous calls were
taken that cold December morning. Everyone had the same question, and we gave the
weather forecast to all. My announcer friend and I answered calls for hours, and at one
point even the telephone operator called. Our station was so inundated that the exchange
was closed all over the county. We begged people to listen to the radio and not call, but it
did little good.
As lunch time came the focus of the news began to shift from how cold it was, to

what the icy blast was causing in the community. I remember early that afternoon driving
to a school where the pipes had burst. The floors were two feet deep in water and
educators were giving up their holiday to salvage what they could. I visited the local
shelter for the homeless. At the Salvation Army there was no place to put another person.
The same was true at a church where people who had lost their heat in a housing project

i
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were being sheltered. The faces of those children at that church were the saddest of all;
already faced with life in a housing project, now they were losing Christmas.
When I returned to the radio station and found our heat working, I had feelings of
guilt. I could not forget those people huddled in that church basement.
When my work day ended and I was departing the newsroom, I heard a police
scanner call and, all of a sudden, my day was far from over. A frantic police officer was
calling for an ambulance to be sent to a location on the south side of town. I noted the
address, grabbed my coat, and drove to the scene. When I arrived, the looks on the police
officers' faces confirmed that a serious problem existed. A quick conversation with a
detective put everything together. A man who lived in the neighborhood had fallen down,
had been unable to get up in his drunken state and had frozen to death. His body, covered
by a sheet, was awaiting transfer to a local funeral home. His death was another grim
reminder of how cruel Mother Nature can be.
I returned to the radio station, wrote the story, went home and had a stiff drink. I
would like to forget that Christmas Day, but that drink and eleven years have not taken
away the memory. It turned out to be the hardest bonus money that I ever earned.
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Livin' on Veggie Burgers
The Rainbow Child emerged from the forest gathering
Clad in Guatemalan skirt and skimpy top,
Armpits reminiscent of pubescent boys,
Legs wooly, looking unclean
And hair hanging in white man's dreds;
Tangled, mangled, never to be combed again.
It's a phase, it's a lark
She can't be serious -This is the well-bred cultured child,
Ignoring her upbringing,
Searching for an identity...
Giving birth in an empty bathtub,
Husband nude sitting behind,
A cluster of rainbow faces waiting ...
Waiting for screams to replace the silence in the room.
Natural childbirth, no drugs allowed.
Only the incessant push of Sunshine.

I.
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She's going back to college -Her husband is too.
Exiting the Admissions Building,
Husband and child in tow
Guatemalan shirt and skimpy top,
Livin' on veggie burgers
In a too-small apartment,
Cursing the government
And playing folk songs on a guitar.
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One Student's Enough: Critical Thinking in the Classroom
Upon seriously entering college 4 1/2 years ago, I had no idea what the end result
would be and what I would become. After changing majors five or six times, I opted for a
major in English. I loved English, had always enjoyed the experience, and found insight and
motivation through literature. Instructors were helpful and begged for independent thought
and self-gained wisdom. In college, I was allowed and even encouraged to think for myself.
During the final months of attaining a B. A. in English, I determined that I wanted to pass
my knowledge and excitement of literature to the younger generation. Granted, I use these
terms loosely. I believed that free thought lent itself to a wealth of imagination and that,
ultimately, the learning process could be enhanced if free thought became a part.
I returned to Jacksonville State University for a second degree, a masters in
education. The curriculum was relaxed but demanding and I soon found myself in the

1

powerful position of presenting everything I had learned to the class for 30 minutes or more
at a time. An audience of college students is wonderful. They respect that a teacher is
speaking and discipline problems are non-existent. While this is rewarding, and I'm grateful
for fellow students' patience and sense of humor, it in no way prepares an inexperienced

II I

person for student teaching on the high school level. Everything I ever learned about
discipline, teaching techniques and learning styles went right out the window in a I 0th

I
I

Grade Honors English class at Oxford High School. However, I did manage to employ my
beliefs on free thought.

I.

I
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Infonnally, I required students to complete the statement, "Today I learned ... " This
yielded everything from "my best friend betrayed me," to "English sucks." Although such
an infonnal tactic served as a good basis for the fonnal endeavor of assimilating infonnation
based upon readings, class discuss.ions and audio/visual media, I was, needless to say,
disappointed.
I taught a unit on Shakespeare's Julius Caesar. For approximately ten to fifteen
days I required the students to read the play, view the film, be attentive to discussion, and
based upon a combination of these elements, draw their own conclusions related to the text.
The time for the essay test approached slowly, and they were reminded of these essentials in
fonning opinions and supporting those opinions with specific reference to the text. Most
students were apprehensive, some indifferent, and others realized that Shakespeare was not
as intimidating as first thought. One student in particular expressed disgust and
misunderstanding regarding lectures and out-of-class readings. He was outspoken in class,
which was fine when positive thought took place; unfortunately, it was not a positive
interaction until the third act of the play when he began to see how pieces fit together and
how independent thought was an asset. He began asking questions and responding to the
lecture, which indicated to me that he had been reading and that this reading was thoughtprovoking. He scored very well on the essay test and thanked me for it. My response was,
"Don't thank me; you did this yourself. You yielded a good grade through hard work and
keen interest."
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The unfortunate aspect of this was that he was the only student I felt I had reached
and taught to think critically about literature. Although others scored well on the test, they
did not come to me personally and, as a result, I felt somewhat ineffectual. But I must
admit, none of the others who scored well made me feel as satisfied as the student who
made the assertions on his own.
Thinking critically and creatively is a talent that, when nurtured, any student can
acquire. I was introduced to free thought during my undergraduate studies and I will
continue to encourage myself and others to utilize this skill. Our young people today are
spoon-fed information which leads to a boring education; they are not challenged and are
totally dependent. I'll admit there is a certain amount of information which must be
dictated to the students because without this they would have not the background on which
to base reasoning, but it is necessary to allow students to take their own positions on issues
whether literature, history, the arts, science, or even mathematics. It is not fair to force
opinions on students of any age. If they are to mature cognitively, they must be encouraged
to use their minds.
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I'll Have a Blue Christmas
I see myself in the middle of the night before Christmas. My brother has come into
my room and roused me from a deep, dreamy sleep. He is sure that Santa has come and
wants an accomplice in case he gets caught looking at the gifts. I suppose I am a good
candidate because I am the youngest of four and can cry myself out of trouble.
We creep slowly, silently down the hall. I can feel the smoothness of the floor
beneath my small, bare feet. We open the door to the den. Nothing there!! Santa
deposited the stash in the living room! The house is so quiet--so quiet that the only sound
is our sporadic giggling. Darkness envelops us as we cautiously approach the door to the
living room. I am beginning to feel as ifl have denied my parents the right of having a
decent child who will obey their every command; remember, I am the youngest of four.
Well, I don't disobey them every time, but a lot of the time.
Excitement and anticipation give way to caution as I scurry to the door
when ... WHAMI BAM! MAN, DID THATHURTII This door is always open! What is
the world coming to when doors that are always open are suddenly closed?!
The next thing I know, I am lifted off the floor by my father. I recall faintly
hearing my brother giggling and talking in the background. He is telling my parents the
truth! He is saying that I stole into his room like a thief in the night and woke him up to

I

see what Santa had brought! Just as he was trying to talk me out ofit, I rushed for the

I

door in a frenzy and BAM! The only thing he could do was wait until help arrived.
I've kept his dastardly secret for well over twenty years. To this day he maintains

I
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his innocence, and I have never attempted to peek again. That Christmas, in I 972, I spent
with an ice pack on my face, trying to eliminate the swelling and a blue streak that ran
rigli't down the middle of my countenance.
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The Trip
Approaching the entrance, I look up at the swirling frenzy of clouds, an impending
sign of my dreaded fate. The other poor souls throng together in an intenninable line.
The herded mass sluggishly shifts forward with the random coordination of an ant colony.
My vision dims with each tick of my watch. My breathing slows. A blaring speaker spits
commercials at me, like so many teeth. A little blond boy musses his pageboy haircut
when he buries his head into his father's leg, silently begging for deliverance from this
tragic ritual. I begin to question the sanity of my own participation in this endeavor as
well, but I stop the tremble in my lip, for fear of scaring the little boy even more.
The blood in my face quickly cools as I realize ... It's my turn--I'm next. I quickly
choke down a large morsel of oxygen as I approach my seat. The attendant smiles and
guides me into position. I begin to scream for my rescue but only can stammer a garbled
whelp, which drags into a low whine. With a quick laugh and a pat on my shoulder, she
lowers the protective material over my head and snaps it into place. I desperately look
around for a friendly sight, possibly my last.
The seat trembles with the slow roar of the machines. Fear pushes me deeper into
the seat. Cold saline rolls from my hairline over my eyebrows and into my eyes. Lashes
scatter these meager signs of weakness. Knuckles whiten with tension from griping the
padded hand rest. Gravity tickles toes with needles of nerves as they begin to lose all
feeling. My heart hides in my stomach and then tries to escape through my throat. I think
I hear crushing glass, but then realize I'm grinding my teeth. Looking to my right I see
HIS face approaching, calm and serene; he reaches for me just as I black out.
I hate going to the dentist.
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Favors Repaid
William rode with the windows down and the music loud, knowing he had
plenty of time to enjoy the trip, Gravel bounced off the mud flaps of the new car,
reminding him to think about what he could do for the old man after so many years.
William was doing well in his new job, and he had the old man to thank for it. He
stopped the car at the top of the small hill, turned off the motor and stepped out onto
the chert road.
i

I

He slowly wandered into the tall grass and brambles that held the ancient fence
next to the road. It was a fence that he and Mr. Thomas had built when he was eight.
He ran his fingers across the top of a fence post, worn smooth by the rain. He

I
I

,

remembered wanting to play with his friends down by the creek, but he had promised
his mother to help out "Old Man" Thomas with his "dumb ol' fence." He would hold
the twisted cedar posts while Mr. Thomas packed the dirt with a small shovel and his
bare hands. This tender care was the only reason the fence lasted this long. The hog
wire stretched from post to post, forming a magical web of steel enveloping the
pastures that he played in as a child. He heard the old man's voice again, "If it's worth
<loin', it's worth <loin' right."
Mr. Thomas plowed the deep brown soil from dawn to dusk, caring tenderly for
his garden and pastures. Farm life was all the old sharecropper had ever known, never
making more money than to cover his season-to-season bills. His equipment was
simple but difficult to use, and Jesse, his mule, was often sick but somehow able to
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work when Mr. Thomas really needed him. Jesse's leather and wooden breast collar
was as sick as he was and had to be repaired about every two weeks. Mr. Thomas
couldn't afford a new one, so William would secretly ask for donations of repair
supplies from neighbors. William remembered fresh vegetables would always
mysteriously appear at the back doorsteps of these generous friends.
William chewed on a piece of straw as he looked into the valley. This land was
his playground and the rolling hills were his back yard. He remembered how as a child
he would sit for hours on this hillside and watch the leaves slowly and beautifully die,
just like today. The old barn, his favorite hiding place, had become a condemned
frame of memories and housing for insects. The ominous gray hills cast long shadows
into the valley. The pine trees high on the hills bowed reverently with the weight of
the new fallen snow. William noticed the breeze had picked up, sending scents of
cedar and goldenrod flowing through the air. He looked past the lower tree line to a
white-faced cliff jutting from the dying leaves on the surrounding trees. Mr. Thomas
had also been the scout leader of the local troop, and they had camped there when
William was fourteen. William remembered the sounds of creaking trees and screech
owls when they told ghost stories, and the smells of bad coffee and burned
marshmallows.
Memories of his childhood flooded through his mind as he looked in all
directions from the top of this hill. Fragments of time raced through his thoughts. He
put his hand in his pocket and retrieved a small pocket watch, the same watch Mr.
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Thomas had given him as a high school graduation present. He opened the antique
timepiece, looking not at the hands but at the inscription. William blinked and a tear
hit the crystal face. At that moment he finally realized what the old man had meant
with those words. "Thank you for all the time and effort you spent with an old man in
I '

i

his last years when you could have been playing with your friends," he thought.
William wiped his face with his hands and placed the watch back in his pocket. He
realized exactly what he could do for the old man--preserve his memory, his honor,
and his integrity. He returned to the car and continued to the small house across from
the barn. The old man smiled and waved to him from his porch swing as he drove up.
"I'm here to repay a favor," William said as he stepped onto the porch. "Let's go
inside and talk about it."
The following spring, he established a college scholarship in Mr. Thomas'
honor. The scholarship provided full tuition fees for a needy high school graduate
from the area. The first time he presented the scholarship, he told the story about the
fence, the cliff, and the watch. Old Man Thomas accompanied him when he presented
the scholarship, and William read the words at the bottom of the plaque--the same
words on the watch inscription: "Giving is its own reward. Thank you for all you
have given me. Love, Dad."
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The Big Game
Eight minutes, thirty-four seconds. Thirteen to zero, their favor. The rain hits
hard and often. Miniature rivers flow from the grassy edge across the gravel track that
surrounds the field. Scraps of athletic tape and waxy Coke cups sit alone on the old
wooden bench. Day-glow orange communication cords cross the sidelines, holding the
coaches at bay. Only the injured players are allowed to remove their helmets; all others
must be ready to go at any moment. The scoreboard, the primary enemy, slowly counts
backwards.
Seven minutes, fifty-eight seconds. Coach calls for Power-I-Reverse-Option-Left,
the same play, just in the opposite direction. This is my side--my territory--where I get to
do some real damage. We break the huddle and jog toward the line, spreading our
spacing as we go. We set our stance as the quarterback bellows his cadence. He alters
the set-up for the receivers as a decoy and barks for the ball. The snap is quick, giving the
offense an advantage. My assignment is the backside linebacker, and I slide past the guard
toward my target. The backfield carries out the reverse flawlessly as the offside linebacker
is perfectly set up. He turns just in time to face a flying wall of blue and white. As I bury
my shoulder into his ribs, I hear the breath escape his lungs. He hits the ground hard but
cushions my fall. The whistle blows and the play is dead.
Seven minutes, forty-one seconds. I slowly pick myself up and then reach to help
him, knowing he needs help. Each of us reaches to remove the mud and grass stuck in his
face mask. I let him finish the task and tum to jog back to the huddle. "Good hit," he
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says. "Thanks, I'll be back," I reply, and finish my run. We gain seven yards on the play.
We have first and goal on the six yard line. The clock stops to move the chains.
Seven minutes, eighteen seconds. Coach calls for the same play with a message,
"If it works, stick with it." He always says that when we get close. We break the huddle
and repeat the procedure toward our goal. The defense adjusts to a tighter configuration
and our assignments change to compensate. The inside guard is now the target. They
anticipate the snap and we create a pile on the line as the tailback scores around the tight
end.
Six minutes, forty-four seconds. The goal line dance is over and we set up for the
extra point. The snap is good, the hold is good, and the kick is good. We move to the
sideline for the kick off. The coaches are screaming into the headphones. They want
confirmation from the coach in the press box that the other team would be setting up in
the normal pattern.
Six minutes, thirty-two seconds. Thirteen to seven--their favor. They line up in the
same deep center-wedge pattern. The five man receiving front has one man directly in
front of the ball. With a wry smile, our coach asks us if we want to take the chance of a
special play. "We can win ifit works, but we are dead ifit doesn't," he says. Coach has
such an elegant way of expressing ideas. We agree and set up our huddle--two rows of
five players facing the ball, one row behind the other. The front row bends down at the
waist and the kicker faces the huddle to call the play. He nods to the referee to start the
play and adjusts the ball on the tee. The whistle blows, but we don't move. The kicker
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steps back from the ball and adjusts the shoe string on his kicking shoe. All the while, the
kicker is looking at the nose guard ten yards in front of him, who is talking to the running
back behind him. The kicking team knows what to do, so the kicker stands up, walks
three steps, and kicks the ball directly at the nose guard. The ten players behind the kicker
run past him toward the ball. The three closest receiving men are taken out by six of our
men, leaving four men to cover the ball. The receiving team makes a good, yet
unsuccessful, attempt to cover the on-side kick.
Six minutes, eighteen seconds. We set up our "power-I" fonnation on the
thirty-eight yard line and drive toward the end zone. The average yardage gain is about
three and a half yards on each play. We make thirty-four yards in nine attempts, chewing
time and turf The next two plays are stalemates and we are getting tired. The
quarterback calls time out and jogs to the sideline. The helmets come off when the water
boys bring us squirt bottles and cups of Gatorade. Chills shoot across my body as
someone pours water over my head. The quarterback returns with a scowl on his face and
fire in his eyes. This is it--do or die--this is it.
Three minutes, twelve seconds. Third and goal on the four yard line. He calls for
me to lead the way. The left guard and I each take on one man to open the hole. The
fullback plows into the linebacker plugging the gap. We clear just enough for the tailback
to dive over us into the soft mud of the end zone. The referee stabs his hands into the air
and whistles the touchdown into reality.
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Three minutes, four seconds. Thirteen to thirteen. We line up on the three yard
line for the extra point. The snap is good, the hold is good, the kick is wide-no point.
The defense's excitement is cut short by the line judge. He says the defensive end was
offside, a half-distance-to-the-goal penalty, so we get to kick again. Relieved and elated,
we realign on the one-and-a-half yard line. Again, the snap is good, the hold is bobbled,
but the kick is good. The pile of bodies on the goal line quickly separates into two sets of
colors, one carrying their wounded off the field, the other carrying their kicker.
)

1

Eighteen seconds. Fourteen to Thirteen, our favor. After we kicked the ball deep
to the twelve yard line, they gain only twenty-six yards in the final seconds. Their deep
"Hail Mary" pass is an easy mistake to make as a last ditch effort to score. We intercept
and returned the ball for six yards. The quarterback takes the snap and downs the ball to
run off the last eleven seconds.
Zero minutes, zero seconds. Fourteen to thirteen, we win. After sportsmanship
handshakes are finished, a pile of blue and white forms on the sideline as the players
congratulate each other with hugs, high fives, and head slaps. The cheerleaders, band, and
fans are flowing out of the stands .. The coaches get soaked with the last few gallons of
Gatorade and are lifted high above the crowd.
I have three crushed fingers, four cuts and lots of strained muscles. I am tired,
beaten, and bruised beyond belief. I had a good game.
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Garden Snobbery

Hauntings are not limited to old houses; I am haunted by my grandmother's yard.
Her yard displayed an unruly mix of flowers, grasses, vines, shrubs, and trees: Christmas
cacti and night-blooming cereus thriving in pots; iris, dahlias, and zirmias blooming in
beds; monkey grass lining her walkway; ivy twining over trees; nandina, spirea, and
Japanese tulip suggesting a hedge row; and dogwood, pecans, and oak overarching all.
Glorious in its abundance and beauty, the yard reflected no particular plan or design, its
chaotic pattern a crazy quilt at best.
My grandmother's exuberance for growing things extended to her garden; there,
however, tradition dictated neat and narrow rows. In contrast to the wild mix of the yard,
her garden boasted discreet and efficient arrangements of corn, peas, tomatoes, squash,
turnips, pole beans, potatoes, mirroring the yard solely in abundance. Only the garden's
edges gave way to chaos, as poppies, larkspur, bachelor's buttons and zinnias mingled
I I

promiscuously along the fence lines.
As a child, I took the presence of green for granted, unappreciative of my
grandmother's devotion to her yard and garden. And as I grew a little older, I thought of
her gardening as just one more part of a farm woman's life, an ordinary life I planned to
escape as quickly as possible. I assumed that caring for the yard and garden was
drudgery. But the yard and garden have haunted me across the years, revealing more and
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more who my grandmother really was. At last, I have begun to see that yard and garden
represented a conflict between freedom and duty in my grandmother's life.
Alice Walker, writing her mother's life, noted that her mother expressed her art
through gardening, since, like many women of her day, she was denied other outlets.
Walker says of her mother: when gardening, she was "involved in work that her soul must
have. Ordering the universe in the image of her personal conception of Beauty" (89).
So it was with my grandmother.
The yard provided a release for my grandmother's creativity, for her imagination.
There, she acknowledged no rules for composing a yard, save her own impulses of beauty
and design. There, she was free to work by choice, not because of responsibility and duty.
Her yard told her life story, through bits and pieces of shared green life. Every
plant came from a person or place that figured in her life. The oldest story belonged to an
oak, over two centuries old, which had seen Indians, war, and electric lines, surviving
them all. Next oldest were hundreds of bulbs--descendants of daffodils, paper whites, and
snowdrops brought from Scotland to North Carolina to Alabama. Pink and white crepe
myrtle she had planted as a bride, new to the farm. And she had brought cuttings from her
own mother's old fashioned white climbing rose. Iris, cannas, and day lilies had been
shared over the years by neighbors. Her yard was her journal, her canvas, a visual artifact,
randomly composed as the events of her life flowed by.
She loved plants flourishing in her yard, sharing with shining eyes sprigs and
blossoms along with stories. Yet I have few memories of seeing her at work on the
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flowers in that yard. Once planted, yard plants she expected mostly to grow themselves.
The duties of her life demanded her time and energy go elsewhere.
This benevolent neglect of the yard contrasted sharply with her careful nurturing of
the garden. In my strongest memory of her, my grandmother bends over a row of
tomatoes. Wearing a pith helmet, a cast-off ofmy uncle's, she hoes, her trained eyes
intense, her long skirt barely hiding the brogans that embarrassed me, her face red and
damp with effort--tending important work--and even in her sixties, attacking it with
intensity of mind, body, and spirit. If the yard was a frivolity, the garden, in comparison,
was a necessity.
The sentimentality marking the yard gave way to practicality in her garden. There,
although some seeds were exchanged or saved from the year before, most plants were
bought from a local hardware which became the community's nursery each spring. Each
plant or seed packet was chosen judiciously, then carefully placed and tended throughout
the growing and harvesting seasons. Like the yard, her garden was a work of art,
beautiful and lush, but here, order and design prevailed.
She also expressed this conflict between yard and garden, between freedom and
duty, in her time with me. She never showed me how to start a flower bed or to root rose
cuttings, but I had many lessons on tying pole beans, staking tomatoes, and thinning
carrots. Perhaps in this garden snobbery, she revealed her desire to teach what she
deemed essential over what she feared superfluous. Yet, mixed flowers rampant at the
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edges of her garden and glorious patches in her yard showed duty and necessity were not
enough for her. The creative pulsed strongly within her, too.
As I sort through the clutter of conflicting memories, I am struck by this paradox

in her, expressed as she worked with growing things--nurturing the necessities, neglecting
the artistic and creative. Perhaps she made the only choice she could within the context
of the life that was hers to live. I recognize, too, that her choices are reflected in my own
attitudes toward duty and freedom, work and art, and, most acutely, in my approach to
writing. The creative wars with the practical, and the tedious tasks win out over creative
projects almost every time. Lesson plans, tests, letters of recommendation, memos,
budget reports are completed with assurance, order, and timeliness, while poetry, stories,
and essays are neglected, or barely attempted. As I struggle with the balance between my
desire to fulfill my duties and my impulses to be creative and free, I see again the image of
my grandmother, tending the garden, and not the yard.

Work Cited
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DEMONSTRATION SUMMARIES
Decision-Making

Decision-making and critical-thinking skills are very important in the classroom
today. Using the resources of To Kill A Mockingbird and discussion groups, this
demonstration allows student to discuss current issues in today's world. Although these
topics are derived from the novel, the students consider them controversial enough to be
interesting. If students can learn to make good decisions, they can survive in the "real
world."
Kelly Abney
I

Woodstock Revisited

l '

Writing across the curriculum can easily be implemented into a history classroom.
My presentation deals with a creative writing assignment about Woodstock. Students
work in response groups developing one paper, including historical facts, on their trip to
Woodstock. Students also design protest posters about a present or past issue. The result
of the activity is an increased awareness of how easily writing can be incorporated into any
discipline.
Kelly Bonds
Preparing to Persuade

Persuasive writing is difficult for a student of any age. This prewriting activity is
designed to help the student express his opinion clearly and consider the reasons for this
opinion before actually beginning the persuasive essay. The student is asked to form an
opinion on a controversial topic. He/she then writes this statement on a class-pass sheet
given by the teacher. The student reads and responds to each paper identified by numbers
only; no names are given. The student then writes a paragraph assessing the comments of
classmates on his/her original statement. The student now has a solid basis for a
persuasive essay.
Johnnye Ellison
Publishing IS Important!

When completing activities where much effort is put forth, people like to be
rewarded for their hard work. The process of writing requires a lot of effort from our
students, yet we teachers often skip the reward of publishing--sharing the work with an
audience. This demonstration encourages teachers to complete the process of writing by
publishing--students' work as well as their own--and presents various forms of publication
for use in the classroom. Information on formal publishing is given for both student and
adult writing, along with opinions on publication from experts concerned with the teaching
of writing.
Pam Ginn
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Self Portrait
It is difficult to hold the attention of students without some type of hook. The
hook that I have used successfully includes a Polaroid camera, the drawing of a caricature
and three writing activities. Each student composes a description of his/her caricature, a
description of a peer's caricature, and an autobiography based on the Polaroid picture.
The caricature and Polaroid picture provide fuel for writing projects that are fun and
interesting to all levels of children.
Beth Gray

Helping Students to Appreciate Poetl'y
Participants were introduced to the three-step method devised by Robert Scholes
in his book Textual Power (1985) to assist them in criticizing literature, focusing
particularly in this demonstration on poetry. The steps--reading, interpretation, and
criticism--involve progressively deeper thinking, requiring analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation. Four poems were examined, utilizing the technique. They were Countee
Cullen's "For My Grandmother," Langston Hughes' "Dream Deferred," Nila Northsun's
"Moving Camp Too Far," and Robert Frost's "After Apple-Picking." Participants were
asked to work individually and in collaborative pairs, producing oral responses at the
reading and interpretation levels and written responses at the criticism/response level.
Margaret Griffin
Describing with Pictures
Students can learn much about descriptive writing and sensory words by describing
pictures. Cut enticing landscape scenes from magazines, calendars, etc., mount them on
colored construction paper, and then laminate them. Prepare beforehand an example of
your own prewriting and descriptive paragraph about a place to model for the class. Pass
out the laminated pictures to students for them to write their descriptive paragraphs.
After students have revised, edited, and are ready to share their descriptions with the class,
post the pictures around the room for students to match each picture with its description.
Suzanne Grimes
Christmas Around the World
At the time of year when teachers need new ideas just before the holiday vacation,
take a trip around the world. Read aloud Christmas stories and provide the students with
art activities pertaining to the countries. Let them sample authentic food and provide
them various writing assignments. The students will develop more of an understanding
and tolerance for those whose customs are different.
Audrey Haynes
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Demonstrating Language Arts

A teaching unit in language arts is more effective when all the strands are included:
thinking, reading, writing, speaking and listening. I chose I Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings as the springboard. After reading and discussing the autobiography, students write
their own autobiographies. Next, they interview a family member and prepare a
biography. Finally a literary selection is made to complement the subject of the biography.
Althestein Johnson
What's Not to Like About Poetry?

Using the overhead projector, samples of haiku, limericks, and free verse poetry
were demonstrated and groups wrote examples of each. The study then progressed to a
longer more complicated poem showing the poet's deliberate use of symbol, figurative
language, and other literary devices. Guidelines for reading poetry properly along with a
list of suggestions for writing journal entries about poems were given.
Nancy Kearns
Tall Tales

Students of all ages will enjoy this folklore writing activity which focuses on tall
tales. After discussing the background on tall tales and reading various accounts with the
class, have students collaborate in groups to create their own tall tale classroom heroes by
incorporating the element of exaggeration into their depictions. After sharing finished
products with the class, display students' works on a tall image of a hero drawn on floor to
ceiling bulletin board paper.
Lisa Light

Reading and Writing Activities Using The Works
of Marc Brown and Steven Kellogg

Following the reading of several works by these authors and the studying of the
authors' work techniques, the students will write stories using the similar styles of Marc
Brown and Steven Kellogg. This method allows students to take stories they enjoy
reading and create new stories using a similar style of writing. Children learn to write by
writing.
Carolyn Manscill
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Colonial Williamsburg

This presentation immerses the audience in the 18th century customs and dress of
Colonial Williamsburg. Videos enhance the presentation as participants compare and
contrast current lifestyles with those of the past. Authentic artifacts and colonial recipes
enrich the experiences for all.
Martha Martin
Pop Songs and Poets

My demonstration was based on the idea that popular songs can be used as a
springboard into the study of poetry. I explained how song lyrics and poems both use
literary devices such as metaphor, alliteration, imagery, etc. I demonstrated how song
lyrics can be used to lead students into writing their own poems or writing responses to
poetry. To illustrate the use of imagery, I played Jimmy Buffet's "Margaritaville" and read
an original poem. I led a discussion of poetic devices in Paul Simon's "I am a Rock" and
had the class write a paragraph on the theme of alienation. I used a "Jeopardy" format for
sharing students' writing.
David Myer

Quick Step Your Way To Collaborative Writing

Quick step your way to collaborative writing is a method to bring students
together for a group work exercise. This non-threatening writing activity is built around
the use of a group of recorded sound effects. The class is told to take notes while
listening to the sounds. Students use the notes to write about their favorite sound effect.
The class is divided into groups of five. The groups select their favorite sound in the best
sentences they have written. After this they use transition words to create a story. The
stories are placed on large poster paper and then shared with the entire class. This
exercise offers a teacher the use of group work, shows students that writing can be fun,
and involves words with the four types of writing.
Chris Pope
Jumping into Creativity

"Jumping into Creativity" is a demonstration that addresses creative writing via
poetry and prose. The introduction involves a videotaped jump from an airplane and a
discussion of the similarities which can be found between skydiving and the attempt of
writing creatively.
Examples of many writing prompts provide Teacher Fellows with various ideas as
to how to approach and motivate student writers. Teacher Fellows will be required to
participate in both oral and written activities.
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In conclusion, Teacher Fellows will be required to write for approximately fifteen
to twenty minutes in relation to a visual prompt. Time will be allowed for feedback from
Teacher Fellows regarding creative writing techniques that have proved successful in their
classrooms.
Jill Roberts
Descriptive Writers Are Specific Writers

The purpose of the exercises was to demonstrate the importance of using every
sensory category in a description assignment. The warm-up exercise used four groups,
each with an object in a bag with a label listing the sensory words to be used in describing
the object. The primary writing assignment was to describe a single object (candy) with
words from all five sensory categories.
Sloan Taylor
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Applebee, Arthur N. "The Students and Their Writing." Contexts for Learning to Write.
Norwood: Ablex, 1984. 37-53.
This study involved the correlation of writing experiences students have both at
school and at home. Twenty students' experiences were compared exploring the nature
and frequency of writing experiences. An average of 15 students completed 31.4% of
their writing for classes, and only 2.2% if writing on their own time at home. More often
than not, the audience determined these statistics.
Two basic themes prevailed in this study: 1) the emphasis on teachers as examiner
in writing for all subjects; and 2) the concentration on information writing tasks,
particularly those requiring a summary or analysis.
The profiles of3 students were considered: the experiences of these 3 case
studies suggested many issues (which were explored in greater depth in later chapters).
One theme concerned the prevalence of tasks designed to evaluate previous learning and
the consequences for writing that resulted. Another involved the challenges that analytic
writing incurred and the ways in which students handled their unfamiliarity with this. A
third theme concerned tensions that exist between goals the teacher sets and how students
meet these goals.
Jill Roberts
Atwell, Nancie. /11 the Middle: Writing, Reading, and Learning wit!, Adolescents.
Portsmouth: Boynton/Cook, 1987.
Nancie Atwell thoroughly explains how to construct and conduct workshops for
reading and writing instruction. Through examples, models, and suggestions, she gives
the reader a close view of a workshop-oriented classroom. The text centers on experience
with adolescents, but teachers of all ages could apply the techniques shared by Atwell.
Key beliefs in Atwell's approach to writing instruction are discussed in chapter
three. She stresses that writers need time, ownership and response. This chapter also
includes how to physically prepare the room for a workshop setting and tips on recordkeeping procedures. Chapters four through six detail all aspects of conducting a writing
workshop. Atwell gives examples oflessons, conferences, record-keeping, and evaluation
in chapters four and five. This explanation continues in chapter six, with an emphasis on
how to construct lessons and reinforce skills through conferencing. Atwell stresses that
students learn best through their own interests and experiences combined with peersupport and teacher guiding. Anyone interested in beginning a workshop in his or her
classroom must read this book.
Pam Ginn
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Calkins, Lucy McCormick. Lessons From A Child Portsmouth: Heinemann,

1983.

Lessons from a Child is a research chronicle. It developed from Calkins's two

years of research and three years of drafting and revision. An even greater contribution to
the chronicle was her thirty-one years of teaching and learning in the classroom.
Young children were the target of Caulkins's research with Susie as the main
focus. This particular project was designed to bridge theory and practice, a project which
would show teachers and children in the context of their classroom.
Years of observation and tracking revealed that young children respond best when
they choose their own topics and conference with themselves and teachers. The essence
of Calkins's research determined that good writers are developed through confidence and a
willingness to draft, edit, and revise.
Martha Martin

Caplan, Rebekah. "Showing, Not Telling." Theory and Practice in the Teaching
of Composition. Ed. Miles Myers and James Gray. Urbana: NCTE, 1983.
226-238.
Ms. Caplan has created a training program for writers. Her plan enables students
to write every day and to receive immediate feedback, yet she is not overwhelmed with
papers to grade. Her method provides training in showing, not telling. Students are
given a telling sentence (My parents were angry.) and they must write a paragraph which
does not use the sentence but creates the impression through the use of specific details.
Students write the paragraphs at home and class begins with the teacher reading five or so
paragraphs aloud each day. The class comments on content. Each paper read aloud
receives a grade (A, B, or C) and others are recorded with a check. This practice also
helps students in revising as they identify sentences that need to show, not tell, in their
own papers and those of their classmates.
Johnnye Ellison

Cooper, Jan. "Reading Literature Analytically." Teaching College Students to Read
Analytically. Urbana: NCTE, 1985. 39-52.
This article relates a technique devised by Cooper to facilitate teaching freshman
literature students to read literature analytically, thereby resulting in better critical papers.
In acknowledging the complementary processes of reading and writing, she becomes
involved in her students' cognitive processes at the outset--reading--and guides them
through analysis and synthesis. She accomplishes the task through a number of
exploratory and expressive writing activities which she terms reading surveys, reading
journals, in-class writings, more-finished papers, and generalizing papers. Secondary and
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college teachers will find this a positive approach in establishing a more personal
relationship with students and in stimulating critical thinking and writing.
Margaret Griffin
Cummings, Alysa. "A Writing Process Primer." Learning '94 Feb. 1994: 21-28.
Cummings has written this article in the form of an activity book filled with
strategies and suggestions to help teachers guide their students through the five stages of
the writing process. Cummings has coded each strategy with a p (primary), m (middle), or
u (upper) to allow easy identification for grade level usage. However, most of her ideas
and strategies allow for application throughout all grade levels.
Cummings begins this a1ticle by giving tips to help teachers develop a classroom
environment that promotes the writing process. She stresses the importance of building
student portfolios at the very beginning of the school year. Above all, teachers should
model the writing process by sharing their own writing with students.
The rest of the article travels through each stage of the writing process, beginning
with prewriting and ending with publishing. Activities are clear, concise, and can be easily
applied to each grade level. A bibliography of further reading on the teaching of writing is
given at the end of the article.
Lisa Light
Elmer-Dwitt, Philip. "Bards Of the Internet: If E-mail represents the renaissance of
prose, why is so much ofit so awful?" Time 144.1 (4 July 1994): 66-67.
With the invention of the telephone, writing began going out of style. Yet at night,
when most of the country is watching television or talking on the telephone, thousands of
kids (and adults) go on-line to submit their writing on Internet BBSs. These electronic
bulletin boards publish poetry, prose, letters, and notes with e-mail systems. The quality
of such publication is often second-rate at best, yet the fact that people are trying is a good
sign. "The medium favors the terse" --the best writing is concise, specific, and to the
point.
Sloan Taylor
Farrell, Pamela, ed. TIie High School Writing Center - Establishing and Maintaining
One. Urbana: NCTE, 1989.
Suggested by the title, this is a how-to begin and maintain a computer writing lab
in the high school. The steps in the process (chapters) are authored by experienced
persons who give easy-to-follow, practical advice. Topics covered include locating,
staffing training, scheduling and supervising the writing center. Additional topics include
collaboration between high school and college, community links and true confessions of•
writing center directors as well as suggested readings. A very excellent section (Chp. 20)
addresses the writing center as a means for teaching writing across the curriculum. This
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approach uses the center as the dispenser and facilitator of strategies, aids, guidelines and
models provided for teachers and their students of other disciplines. It may be considered
a road-map for schools initially developing a writing center.
Althestein Johnson
Gentry, J. Richard. Spel ... is a Four Letter Word Portsmouth: Heineman, 1987.
Gentry's book deals with the teaching of spelling and the problems people have
with learning to spell. The book begins with a letter to one of his former professors, who
told him he was lazy because he couldn't spell. Gentry says he felt degraded by the
remarks the professor made to him, even though he knew he was not lazy about spelling.
He had written two hundred and fifty-two perfect spelling tests. For thirty - six weeks
each year for seven years in a row, he had memorized the weekly spelling list so he could
make 100 on the test. He always made A's in spelling, but knew he could not spell.
Gentry feels that spelling is a developmental process. His book Spel ... is a Four
Letter Word gives advice to parents, teachers, and children on guidelines for learning to
spell. He says that allowing children the freedom to take in their own writing is the best
technique he knows about. Gentry, in conclusion, says spelling should be taught as a
human right, not as a human obligation. We must free children to learn to spell.
Carolyn Manscill

Kinneavy, James L. and John E. Warriner. "Writing and Thinking," Elements of
Writing: Fourth Course. Austin: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1993. 4-56.
Students often have problems trying to think of something to write about when the
teacher gives them the chance to select their own topic. This chapter of the textbook lists
some ideas you can use to allow students the chance to generate their own ideas. Among
those listed include freewriting, brainstorming, clustering, and using your five senses.
The five senses can be used to fill out details of a general writing topic. The
chapter states that if you as teacher provide a general topic, then the students can use the
five senses to develop an essay. The sample topic given was a football game on a cold
night. Student samples showed how many different things you could think of dealing with
the five senses and a football game in cold weather.
Chris Pope

Knudson, Ruth. "Another Job for English Teachers: Showing Colleagues How to Teach
Writing." English Journal 75 (1986): 91-92.
The author discusses her involvement in a schoolwide writing program designed to
implement a writing program to promote "writing across the curriculum." She details
many of the faculty, administrator, and fellow English department concerns, as well
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as the conclusions she was able to draw from her involvement. Key questions before
beginning a school-wide across the curriculum include:
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1) Will the English Department set guidelines for all department?
2) Will the English department be willing to work with the other departments?
3) Will only academic content area teachers be included in the program? What
about P.E., Ag., music, home ec.?
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Ms. Knudson deals with this area in an informative and enlightened way. The
article outlines many questions involving schoolwide writing assignments.
Kelly Bonds
Macrorie, Ken. The I -Search Paper: Revised Edition of Searching, Writing.
Portsmouth: Boynton/Cook, 1988,
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"A person conducts a search to find out something he needs to know for his own
life and writes the story of the adventure" (Macrorie, qtd. in New York Times 3 Sept.
1979. Macrorie further determines in writing the book that it is time to get down to
basics, which are not footnotes, but curiosity, need, rigor in judging one's findings and the
opinions of experts and helping others test the validity of the search. The I-search comes
out of a student's life and answers a need in it. Macrorie believes writing truths works
best. This can be accomplished by various means, but freewriting is among the most
successful. Only by writing truths, according to Macrorie, can we become immersed in
the facts we are relating to the extent that we can hardly keep up with the flow of the
words being supplied to our fingers. Macrorie calls this "writing yourself into
understanding."
Nancy Kearns
Sheridan, Daniel. "Writing in Response to Literature: The Paper of Many Parts."
English Journal. (Oct. 1993): 58-63.
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The teaching method discussed in this article, though originally used in a college
English class, could easily be adapted for high school. Daniel Sheridan has formulated a
unique writing assignment that replaces the traditional (and boring) thesis-proof paper
responding to literature. He gives the example of a writing project used in the poetry
section of his English class. Students are asked to choose a poem and then write six short
pieces in response: an initial response, a paraphrase, a report, a parody, an interview, and
a final response. Sheridan explains that the result "is a loose narrative account of the
student's experience of reading and re-reading the work of literature."
Kelly Abney
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White, in his introduction, says that the book's purpose is "to give in brief space
the principal requirements of plain English style." The book includes chapters on rules of
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student's work. She needed an audience and a medium that would be responsive to all her
students, not just the "gifted" writers. After discussing this with other teachers, the idea of
somehow publishing a few words began to take shape. With the help of the administration
Thorton High School decided to set aside one week for writing throughout the school, on
all content areas. The week was designated "The Week That Colorado Writes." From
this week of writing Swenson published an eight-page compilation of students' works.
Students were selected from all different classes. Work from remedial to gifted was
included.
After the first year, and the success of the student's publication, the publication has
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process along with suggested evaluation procedures and fonnats are included.
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In this article Paulette Whitehurst's students wrote to their favorite movie stms,
athletes, and television personalities to find out when and how they use writing in the real
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relatives in a variety of occupations all over the country asking them the same questions.
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